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County had, Local Individuals
Take Pad In Inauguration Tuesday
Members of the Fulton County High School Band,
along with several individuals from Fulton and Fulton
County were in Frankfort this week to take part in the
inaugural parade and other activities.
The local county band led the First District in the
giant parade.
Among the individuals attend-
ing from here were Mr. and Mrs.
Al Owens, Mrs. Paul Westpheling.
Mrs. Hendon Wright, Mr. and
Mrs. Dewey Johnson and Mrs.
Frances Jones.
Dr. and Mrs. Ward Bushart al-
so attended the inauguration.
At the formal reception at 7:30
p. m. Tuesday, Miss Doris Owens.
clerk of the Court of Appeals, was
joined in the line by her brother,
Al T. Owens of Fulton.
Mrs. Westpheling, who served
as Woman's Co-Chairman in the
Combs-Wyatt aempaign. rode in
an official car in the big parade.
just behind the state officials.
A number of those attending
from here attended the inaugural
ball Tuesday evening and other
parties given in Frankfort during
the inaugural festivities.
Mrs. Westphelirqg and Mrs.
Wright left for Frankfort Monday
and plan to return home Thurs-
day.
The inaugural parade was
staged at 10 a. m. Tuesday and
the Oath of office was at 1 p. m.
The official reception was held
at 7:30 in the Governor's confer-
ence room and the inaugural balls.
at 9 to I a. m. were held at the
Capitol Building, the National
PLAIN ?Mir I
By SW Kura 1
If you have seen the latest is-
sue of Life Magazine, you will
find on page 30 an article about
Alan Freed, self-styled "king of
rock and roll, being fired from
his throne as disc jockey on one
of New York's "leading" radio
stations. Shown are a few pic-
tures of some of the teenagers
who feel the great loss of their
deity. One of the sickest pictures
Is one girl in tears embracing
"King" Alan. Her hat took her all
night to fashion. Other teenagers
are shown with great tears in
their eyes. It all looks like a two
bit third class soap opera of the
gullible being taken.
Now turn to page 78 to the arti-
cle "A Double A in Biology."
Patricia Lowery of Warne High
School in Wayne, N. J., did • pro-
*set about chicken embryo/0V for
her 10th grade biology course. The
article describes how she obtained
about two dozen fertile eggs, con-
structed an incubator using the
simplest materials, and then pro-
ceeded to learn a few things
about photography. Her father is
an amateur photographer and she
learned from him.
Each day the broke open one of
the eggs very carefully, recorded
her observations, made a photo-
graph in color, and then preserved
the embyro in a formaldehyde
solution in a jar. After looking at
the pictures, it is amazing to see
what she has done. But the most
surprising thing about the whole
project nr-she elected to do it on
her own. She could easily have
copied out of books the proper an-
swers for a term paper, but rather
she choose an original idea in
which she would have to make ob-
servations and conclusions on her
own. The most fortunate thing
about the experiment, other than
the keen hunger to learn. is she
had to know the background ma-
terial anyway in order to make
intelligent observations and con-
clusions. The result of her work
a double A in Biology and a baby
chick. She even photographed its
birth out of the shell.
For a high school student this
was iesierge undertaking, requir-
ing4srnuch work and research as
well-as applied knowledge of other
sub;e much to draw an analogy
as pketography. It does
not 
between the two articles.
In our present age we waste ,so
much time and effort on useless
and meaningless things, and spend
so little time on important prob-
lems. One girl wasted time mak-
ing a useless hat and spending
useless motion over a ridiculous
subject — a rock and roll king.
The other calmly and objectively
outlined her intentions and pro-
ceeded to a definate and positive
end with the excellent result of
informing herself on one of na-
ture's greatest functions, the for-
mation of life. She explored what
to her was the unexplored. Here
too is an important point about
human intelligence — the clear
objectivity of reason and inquiry
as opposed to the confused mis-
guided emotionalism of irrational
behavior. One ends in a satisfied
conclusion; the other in a torren-
tial downpour of senseless and
useless tears upon an emotionally
parched surface.
It is the logical against the un-
logical; intelligence against stupi-
dity. This is not confined to ad-
Continued on Page Eight
Guard Armory, Capital Hotel, and
the Stagg Clubhouse.
The grand march at 11 p. m.
was at the State Capitol Building
grand staircase.
Gov. Bert T. Combs Wednesday
was to set aside the state em-
ploye merit system A. 13. (Happy)
Chandler created after his candi-
date, Harry Lee Waterfield, lost
out in the 1959 race for governor
of Kentucky.
The system will be killed the
same way it came into being —
by executive order.
Combs, in a press conference
that quickly followed the cere-
mony in whicli he took the oath of
office, made no bones about his
action.
He simply said he would wipe
out the system and ask the next
Legislature to enact a "sound,
comprehensive system which can-




Fulton's Bulldogs fought off a
desperation rally by Fulton Coun-
ty in the closing minutes to hold
onto a 36-33 victory here Tues-
day night.
Coach Charlie Thomas' crew led
by a single point at every stop.
They held a 9-8 first quarter ed-
entate and were on top 19-18 at
intermission. The Bulldogs led
25-24 after three periods.
Bill Burnett and Roy Morrow
led the way for Fulton with 12
points each.
Jim Tipton paced the losers
with 11.
arulton  9 19 25 36
Fulton County . 8 18 24 35
J. W. Fenwick
Dies Tuesday
J. W. Fenwick of 910 Arch
Street, Fulton. a retired I, C. Rail-
road trainman, died at 8:30 p. m.
Tuesday at the Wood River
Township Hospital at Wood River,
Tu.. after a month's illness. He
was 76.
Mr. Fenwick, a widower, was
born July 13, 1883. He had lived
here for many years. He was a
member of the St. Edwards Cath-
olic Church of Fulton. the Knights
of Columbus and the Brotherhood
of Railway Trainmen.
Mr. Fenwick leaves three sons.
Phillip R. Fenwick df Sacramento,
Calif., J. W. Fenwick, Jr., of Mem-
phis and Charles J. Fenwick of
Fulton; a daughter. Mrs. Mary E.
Dauderman of Wood River. Ill.:
and two brothers, Tom Fenwick
of Hope, Ark., and Charlie Fen-
wick of Fulton; four sisters. Mrs
Mary Stephens of Mayfield, Mrs.
Sadie Cplernan of Mayfield, Mrs.
Annie Efelle Matthews of Chicago
and iss Katie Fenwick of Chicago:
and four grandchildren.
Services will be held Thursday
morning at 10 at the St. Edwards
Catholic Church in Fulton. The
Rosary was said Wednesday night
at 7:30 at the Hornbeak Funeral
Home chapel. Father Carroll of-




Mrs. Effie Lena Jones. 78, of
Clinton, died at 10:25 a. m. Mon-
day at Fulton. She had been mak-
ing her home with a son, Elmer
Jones, liszel.
Funeral services were held at
2 p. m. Wednesday. Burial was in
Arlington Cemetery.
She is survived by two daugh-
ters, Mrs. Burla Beasley, Ply-
mouth, Mich., and Mrs. Myra
Wadlington, Denver; three other
sons. Jesse Jones, Dublin, Texas;
Bobby Jones. Clinton, Rt. 1. and
Wiley Jones, Wood River, Ill.;
three sisters, Mrs. Mag Patterson
and Mrs. Burla Jones, Burlingame.
Calif.; 20 grandchildren and 23
great grandchildren.
Fire Truck Called
To Two Flue Fires
The South Fulton Fire Depart-
ment was called out at 7 a. m.
Wednesday to put out a flue fire
at 119 Craig Street. This is the
home of a colored family. There
was small damage reported.
The truck was called out to an-
other flue fire a a tenent house
belonging to Abe Jolley Monday
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Commissioning Service For
Missionaries Held Wednesday
A large crowd was present Wed-
nesday morning at the First
Methodist Church here. when Dr.
and Mrs. Fred 0. Sherill, Jr., mis-
sionaries to Boliva, were com-
missioned at 11 o'clock.
This was the first service of its
kind ever held in the local church.
Bishop Marvin A. Franklin of-
ficiated at the service. The Rev.
Paul- T. Lyles, district superin-
tendent of the Paris District. pre-
sided. assisted by the pastor, the
Rev. Joseph L. Leggett.
Mrs. Rodney Miller sang a solo,
"There's a Voice in the Wilder-
ness Crying."
The presentation of the Mis-
sionaries commissional followed
the Bishop's adenine. "
Following the eei4l service a
large group fr6nt tbe church at-
tended a luncheon pfhe Terrace
Room of the Park Terace Rest-
aurant.
Licensestf IC. P. Dalton Suspended
For 25 Days In January By. ABC
The State Department of Alco-
holic Beverage Control, following
a hearing in Frankfort, has order-
ed a 25-day suspension of the re-
tail liquor and beer licenses of
K. P. Dalton to begin January 3,
1960 and end on January 28th,
1960.
The hearing iTvas conducted De-
cember 2 as a result of a citation
dated November 10th issued by
W. L. Lyons, Jr. Distilled Spirits
Administrator. and Morton Jett,
Malt Beverage Administrator,
wherein they cited K. P. Dalton.
Sr., doing business as KP'S Liquor
Store to show cause why his li-
censes should not be suspended or
revoked for failing to list the
name of his business partner in
applying for his licenses.
The ABC Order No. A-813, re-
ported the following findings of
fact:
I. That the licensee, K. P. Dal-
ton. Sr.. plead nob o contendere to
the charges set out in the citation
under date of November 18, 1959
issued by the Honorable W. L.
Lyons, Jr., and the Honorable
Morton Jett.
2. That the licensee, K. P. Dal-
ton, Sr., entered in the records of
the Alcoholic Beverage Control
Board an agreement for dissolu-
tion and terminaticia of partner-
ship between him, and Robert
White under date of December 2,
1959.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
I. That the licensee, K. P. Dal-
ton. Sr.. violated KRS 243.390, 1
(a) and 1 (b). '
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND
ADJUDGED by the Kentucky Al-
coholic Beverage Control Board
that the Retail Beer License No.
BR-25758 and the Retail Package
Liquor License No LH-10067, is-
sued to K. P. Dalt* Sr., DBA K.
P.'s Liquor Store, fir premises lo-
cated at 408 Lake Street Exten-
sion, Fulton, Kentaicky, be, and
the said licenses ate hereby sus-
pended for a period of twenty-
five (25) days.
Said suspension shall begin at
midnight on Sunday. January 3.
1960 and shall end at midnight on
Thursday, January 28. 1960.




Alfred S. Portwood. Chairman
Fulton County Jailer
Wins Suit, Has Resigned
A bitter jailer-county feud came
to a head at Hickman Saturday
when former Fulton County Jail-
er. Earl Tibbs. won his suit against
the county and city of Fulton. The
suit, heard by Judge E. J. Stahr,
called for payment of $1.136.25 for
boarding of county prisoners and
interest on this amount since July
of 1959.
Tibbs quit his post as jailer
recently. apologizing to voters and
saying he could not make a living
in the office. He has been suc-
ceeded by Buster Shuck of Fulton.
Earlier this year, Tibbs won a
suit against Judge J. C. Bondu-
rant and Fulton County for pay-
ment of a disinfectant to clean the
jail.
The suits grew from a July. 19-
58 order by County Judge Bondu-
rant noting he would approve no
more bills for boarding prisoners
-in the county jail unless they had
come through his office. However.
Judge Stahr ruled that Tibbs was
an elected offices of the county
Contest Winners
Announced Here
The top five winners in the Soil
Conservation theme contest at
Fulton High School are Hal War-
ren, Ronnie Winston, John Cun-
ningham. Bill Leneave, a n d
Wayne Anderson, it was announc-
ed today.
Each year the Louisville Cour-
ier-Journal and Times, and WH-
AS, sponsor a Soil Conservation
Contest, and the local winners
will now compete with others in
the country.
The county and state winners





James R. Jolley of St. Louis, a
membr of an old Fulton family
hassbeen elected vice-president in
charge of sales of United Van
Lines, Inc.. a household goods
carrier.
Mr. Jolley is the son of the late
Thomas D. an Beatrice Jolley. He
spent his youth in Fulton and
graduated from the Fulton High
school. Since leaving Fulton he
has lived at various times in Dal-
las. Cleveland. St. Paul and St.
Louis.
and had the right to make certain
purchases without going through
Judge Bondurant's office.
The former jailer said he and
Judge Bondurant also had a dis-
agreement about the courthouse
custodian's job. Tibbs claims he
has a right to appoint a person of
his choice to this job. But he said
Judge Bondurant has argued he
wanted a custodian on the prem-
ises fulltirne.
T h e house which formerly
served the custodian has been put




Kentucky's 48th Farm and
Home Week. scheduled January
26-29 at the University of Ken-
tucky, will spend one day on
leadership training.
E. J. Nesius, associate director
of the Kentucky Agricultural Ex-
tension Service, sponsor of the
annual session at which farmers
and their families pickup the
latest research information and
data on other areas of farm life,
said that Tuesday, the opening
day, would be devoted to such
training.
Object is to show county Ex-
tension councils. Farm Bureau of-
ficers, Homemaker Federation of-
ficers and similar groups and or-
ganizations. how leadership at





Miss Genie Harris, granddaugh-
ter of Mrs. L. 0. Bradford of 215
Third St., Fulton. is serving on
the staff of the Monticello ECHO,
official campus yearbook of Mon-
ticello College and Preparatory
School at Alton. Ill. She was
named to the Art and Layout
staff.
Miss Harris was selected for the
yearbook staff becatuie of her ex-
perience, general ability, and in-
terest in journalism. The year-
book, numbering over 200 pages.
is styled along professional col-
legiate lines and is circulated to
students, faculty. and administra-
tive staff, and to several high
schools requesting copies of the
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FirsTVCMES-TVA Bills Arrive In
South Fulton; "About Half", Some Say
Several residents of South Fulton, who received
their first TVA electricity bills from Weakley County
Municipal Electric System, Martin, last Thursday
were contacted by The News this week "to learn how
much less their bills were from those received from
Kentucky Utilities for prior service.
All those contacted were pleased with the new
TVA service and some of their bills were only about
half of their previous KU bills.
(It must be borne in mind, how-
ever, that the WCMES bills cov-
ered the fall months of October
and Noiember, and the previous
KU bills were for the hotter
months of .August and September,
when air conditioners, fans, re-
frigerators and other appliances
probably provided a heavier usage
of electricity. Be that as it may,
the following will nevertheless be
of interest):
The bill of one family of three,
living in a seven-room house, was
$7.28 from Oct. 6 to Nov. 18.
Their last KU bill for two months
was $28.81.
The TVA bill was for six weeks
and for part of that time the
family was running their air-
conditioner.
The electrical appliances used in
this home are a cook stove., re-
frigerator, automatic washing ma-
chine, television, and an air-con-
ditioner.
Another person contacted said
that her family saved half on their
New Mayor And Council Take
Over Duties At South Fulton
The South Fulton City Council
met in regular monthly session
Monday night at the city hall.
following the regular routine
business, the council passed an
ordinance amending the ordinance
pretaining to the building permits.
From now the fee will be $5.00 on
new structors and $2.00 for adding
to existing buildings in the city.
The council also passed an
ordinance governing the opera-
tion of locomotives passing
through the City of South Fulton.
The ordinance provides a penalty
for violation of the ordinance,
which is to promote and protect
the safety and welfare of the resi-
dents of South Fulton, where the
railroad tracks cross streets or
avenues.
Each locomotive shall be man-
ned by a crew of not less than one
qualified engineer or operator and
one qualified fireman or helper.
according to the ordinance.
Dr. H. W. Connaughton, a mem-
ber of the old council, resigned
from his office at 9:45 p. m. Mon-
day night. This was done so that
he could enter into a contract,
authorizing the mayor and re-
corder to instigate a contract be-
tween him and the City of South
Fulton to repay Dr. Connaughton
for all necessary sewer lines,
water mains, fire hydrants, store
sewers, and all connections and
fittings to be used in connection
with the aforesaid materials and
for all gravel placed upon streets
in the Circle Drive Sub-Division,
owned by Dr. Connaughton.
Mayor Milton Counce, who was
re-elected to his office, expressed
to the old council how much he
had enjoyed working with them
for the past two years. He said
that everyone had exerted every
effort to fullfill their duties as
council members and asked them
to feel free to advise with him at
any time or on any matter.
After all the old business had
been taken care of the meeting
was turned over to the new coun-
cil members.
Mayor Counce and the new
council pledged themselves to
work for a better South Fulton
and to administer the affairs of
the city economicaly, fairly and
Impartially to all people.
The new council consists of Ed
Neeley, R. D. Matthevts, Henry
Bethel. M. M. Matlock, Bob Mc-
Knight and 0. L. Bushart.
The outgoing members were
Gene Copeland, Dr. H. W. Con-
naughton, Arthur Matheny and
Floyd Dedrnon.
The new council will meet in a
called meeting soon to organize
and hire city employees.
Fulton Council Turns Down Two
Recommendations Of Commission
At the regular monthly meet-
ing of the Fulton City Council
Monday night, the Council voted
to turn down a recommendation
by the Planning and Zoning
Commission to re-zone the vacant
Carr lot on Park Avenue, back of
the Carr home, as "Neighborhood
Business", instead of "Residenti-
al."
Leslie Weaks, administrator for
the Carr Estate, appeared before
the council speaking in favor of
the change, and a group of citi-
zens in the neighborhood appeared
protesting the change.
Mr. Weals said that he had
been contacted on more them one
occasion by a super market con-
cern, who wanted to purchase the
lot.
The council also turned down a
recommendation of the Planning
and Zoning Commission to re-
Stores Open Friday
Niles; Christmas Week
The Fulton Retail Merchants
Association announced this week
that all downtown retailers will
be open Friday night until 8 p. m.
The same schedule will be ob-
served the following Friday, De-
cember 18th. On Saturday Decem-
ber 19th all stores will observe
their regular Saturday closing
hours, and on Monday. Tuesday
and Wednesday. December 21, 22,
and 23rd the Association members
will be open until 8: p. m.
On Thursday, December 24th
(Christmas eve), the firms will
close at 6: p. m.. the News was ad-
vised by an Association spokes-
man.
FIRST RAILROAD
A section of the first railroad
operated in the West can be seen
on the campus of the University
of Kentucky, Lexington.
zone property owned by David
Homra in Highlands near Fred
Sawyer's property, to "Neighbor-
hood Business." At present it is
zoned as residential.
The council also voted to pur-
chase two one-half ton Chevrolet
pick-up trucks from Taylor Chev-
rolet-Buck Co. One truck will be
for the Street Department and the
other for the Water Department.
Included in the other business
was the approval of a deed to the
Highway Department for the




If you should happen to pass by
Robert Graham's home out in
Highlands-/and observe the lord of
the manor sitting in the garage
with a club, don't let it worry
you.
Last month a stray — but
rather pretty — Collie dog took
up residence at the Graham's
garage, and last weekend pre-
sented her adopted masters with a
litter of eight pups.
Undaunte d, the Graham's
moved dog and pups to a play-
house in the side yard and made
them comfortable.
The feed was good and the resi-
dence quite comfortable.
In dog-dom circles, the word
got around.
Last Tuesday another stray,
finding the garage available, de-
livered a litter of seven more pups
to the Graham estate. That now
makes a total of fifteen.
As we said before. If you hap-
pen to pass by the home and see
the lord and master sitting in the
garage with a club, he's concluded
that 15 is the capacity of the
household.
electric bill with the switch to
'WA power.
Another family of three, who
thinks TVA power is "just won-
derful", received a bill Thursday
from WCMES for $5.60, for the
period of Oct. 6 to Nov. 18. Their
final KU bill for two months was
$13.26.
This family lives in an old
house with five extra large rooms
and a bath. The electrical appli-
ances used are a deep freeze, a
refrigerator, a washing machine, a
radio and a TV set.
Another family contacted by
The News consists of five people.
They live in a six-room house and
are well satisfied with the TVA
service, so far, they told The
News, Their WCMES bill Thurs-
day was $7.85, while their KU
bills ran from $20 to $22 every
two months.
The electrical appliances they
use are a stove, refrigerator, tele-
vision, and washer. They have gas
heat with an electrical thermo-
stat.
Work is continuing in South Ful-
ton by WCMES in converting the
city to TVA from KU power. The
first section to be hooked up was
the Burcham-Oliver Sub-Division
in the southeast part of town.
Next, to be hooked up was the
Connaughton Sub-Division, then
workers moved to the Coirington
Sub-Division.
WCMES hopes.that every home
in South Fulton will be hooked up
for TVA service by the middle' of
next summer.
WCMES electrical bills are be-





Bill Ams, a driver for the Ace
Cab Co. of Depot Street. was
robbed by a Negro passenger,
armed with a knife, Friday morn-
ing about 2:20.
Mr. Ams said that the Negro
man asked that Ams take him
home. He said he lived out in the
country off Highway 51. When
they had just passed the Zippy
Cafe in Riceville, the Negro pull-
ed out a knife. Ams said he swift-
ly stopped his cab and rolled out
the door. The Negro man ran
after him and they fought with
the Negro, armed with his knife,
getting the best of the cab driver.
The Negro demanded Ams
money. which came to over $11.00.
Ams was then ordered to drive the
Negro man back to Missionary
Bottom.
After Ams had let the Negro,
out, who was a stranger to him,
he notified the local police.
The Negro, before leaving, had





Three Obion county teams,
while not rated among the top 10
in the first Associated Press poll
of the year, were mentioned today
and might bear watching.
South Fulton was rated 20th in
the state with 16 points, Union
City 23rd with 10 points, and
Obion 28th with 8 points.
Leading the first rating was
Kingsport Dobyns-Bennett with
120 points followed by Hampton
and Selmer.
The teams are determined by
sports writers over the state.
Other teams in this vicinity
named in the first poll were Jack-
son, 11th; Humboldt, 15th, and
Dyersburg 32nd.
Vet Representative
To Be In Fulton
B. D. Nisbet, a contact repres-
entative of the Kentucky Disabled
Ex-Service Men's Board, will be
present on Dec. 18, at the Ameri-
can Legion Hall in Fulton, to as-
sist veterans and their depend-
ents with claims for benefits due
them as a result of their riiliterV
service.
He will be present from 9 a. m.
until 3 p. m.
GRASS FIRE WEDNESDAY
The Fulton Fire Department
was called out at noon Wednesday




(Editor's Note: This article, entitled "Why I
Want A Journalism Education." was submitted
by Glenn C. Graber, Ashland high school
Oenior, as a partial requirement in competition
for the selection of the Kentucky delegate to
the Ford Teenage Conference by KPA this fall.
Glenn also sebinitted numerous articles which
he had written for the Ashland Independent.
He was selected to represent KPA and the In-
dependent on the merits of his essay and preeg
stories.)
Some desires are born in us, others
are installed by our parents, and still
others are implanted by our relation-
ships with others. The most admir-
able desires, I feel, are those inspired
by all three means; and that is my in-
terpretation of my aspiration for an
education in journalism.
Both my parents have an interest in
writing. My father has published a
book of poetry and is working on an-
other, and my mother has long been
interested in short story writing. My
writing desire was nurtured by my
parents in my earry‘years.
Since my parents enjoyed writing,
they had many friends who shared
this interest and who had great in-
fluence on me. One of my favorite
subjects in school has always been
English, and the teachers imbued me
with a desire and some knowledge to-
ward writing. Of all these influences
the greatest was a grade school teach-
er who could weave history into an
interesting narrative. It was she who
persuaded me to read parts of news-
papers and magazines other than the
comics and advertisements. This was
the step that first brought me in con-
tact with the field of journalism, and
I have loved it since.
Prose writing has always appealed
to me. To express one's thoughts in
verse and meter always seemed too
involved a way to get the message
across. This new form of writing,
journalism, appealed to me even
more. The realization that one is able
to interest and educate a reader at
the same time seemed impossible.
However, I soon learned the possibili-
ty of it.
After entering high school, I was
chosen to represent my school as a
reporter for the "Ashland Daily In-
dependent." In that relationship I be-
gan to realize how much there is to
know about journalism. As I began
the slow process of learning by ex-
perience, I realized the many re-
quirements of a journalist. They can
best be described by a story I heard at
Camp Miniwance, a camp of the A-
merican Youth Foundation located in
Michigan:
"The chief of an Indian tribe was
choosing a successor to lead the tribe
after his death. As their test, he sent
- all the eligible braves toward the dist-
ant mountains as far as they dared go.
The last brave to return had gone
past the mountains and seen the 'shin-
ing sea', a sight never before seen by
anyone in that tribe."
This brave was evidently a curious
person, but not blindly curious. He
reasoned, upon reaching the moun-
tains, that there must be something
beyond. He didn't settle merely for a
new sight; he wanted to reach a new-
er horizon. Even so, a reporter must
be intellectually curious. He must be
able to think through puzzling situ-
ations which are new to him; he must
ask questions and arrive at con-
clusions. I want to develop intellectu-
al curiosity through a journalism
education.
Our Indian friend was a leader.
Having seen something no one alse
in the tribe had seen, it was his duty
to report it to them. He should have
learned enough to answer the many
questions his people would ask him.
If he could not describe the shining
sea, his visit to it was worthless. His
account of the sea would be the pic-
ture his tribesmen would see. If he
called it green water, they would pic-
ture it as green. The modern journ-
alist has the same duty. His writing
must consist of a true picture of the
events he describes, events which his
readers probably know nothing about.
He must go a bit further, though, in
that he should make his readers think
the situation through for themselves.
He must present the facts in such a
way as to be a stimulus for thought
and to make a conclusion possible. If,
by skills learned in a journalism edu-
cation, I could make one reader see
the true facts of a situation, and form
these facts, draw a logical conclusion,
my dream will have been fulfilled.
This is why I want a journalism
education.
SERMON= OF THE WEEK
What To Say To God
Since God is everywhere, since
therefore we are never out of His
presence for so much as an instant, it
would be strange not to talk to Him.
Probably no believer would ignore
Him totally; but it is not sufficient to
throw an occasional remark in His di-
rection. The more we fall into the
habit of conversation with Him, the
closer we approach normality.
WHAT does one say to Him? What-
ever is in one's mind. That He already
knows our mind more intimately than
we know it ourselves makes no dif-
ference — or, at least, it makes one
difference, it means that we must not
omit things for fear that He might
not like them. He knows all that is in
our minds. Yet we should tell Him all
the same. He wishes it that way—be-
cause we are men and speech is utter-
ly normal to us. In daily life some of
the most satisfying things we say are
said to one who already knows them;
it delights the other to hear them, it
delights ourselves to say them.
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There is no need to prepare a
speech for Him: He is not a critical
audience, sitting in judgment upon
our eloquence. Indeed it is not strictly
necessary to put our prayer into
words at all. We may simply concen-
trate our whole mind on some parti-
cular idea or feeling. But words be-
long to our nature.
But certain things we must say. Not
all of them neeed be in every prayer,
but they will form the framework of
our prayer as a whole. Our conversa-
tion with God will involve our telling
Him of our adoration, our gratitude
and our sorrow. Hp will involve tell-
ing Him our needs and the needs of
others and asking Him to grant them.
ADORATION is the awareness and
utterance of His perfection. That He
loves us and wants us to love Him
does not diminish His infinity or the
gap between it and our creatureliness.
We cannot live continuously in a
state of stricken awe, but the heart
that has never missed a beat at all at
the thought of God's majesty and
beauty lives a miserably improver-
ished life.
The necessity of saying thank you
to God harly needs explaining.
Neither, alas, does the necessity of
uttering our sorrow for the countless
ways in which mind and heart have
followed their own devices in pre-
ference to His will. We cannot con-
verse with anyone to whom we have
failed in duty without telling him
our sorrow and there is no one we
have failed as we have failed God.
Adoration, gratitude, and repent-
ance are of the very essence of prayer.
STRICTLY BUSINESS
"Hero seam that five o'clock shadow!"
a
FROM THE Frus.—
Turning Back The Clock—
December 13. 19591
K. P. Dalton, president of the
Fulton Baseball Association, at-
tended a baseball meeting in Cin-
cinnati last week and was assured
that the Detroit club will spon-
sor Fulton's team in the Kitty
League again next year. He was
also given assurance of a better
financial arrangement and a bet-
ter team.
The Fulton High Bulldogs and
Pups split two games with the
Eieelerton basketball teams in the
first game of the season Friday
night at the Science Hall. The
Pups won the first game 22-12
while the Bulldogs lost, 35-23.
The home of W. L. Carter, about
four miles east of town, was corn-
1
1
pletely destroyed by fire about 11
o'clock Saturday morning. A
broom which had been used to
beat out a grass fire, was laid on
the porch and caused the fire.
Only a small amount of furni-
ture was saved.
The South Fulton Red Devils
Angels lost a doubleheader in
Martin Tuesday night. The girls
lost 56-10 and the score of the
boys' game was 33-22. Hastings,
In the girls' game, and McKinney
in the boys' game. were stars for
South Fulton.
The Fulton High Bulldogs were
defeated in Mayfield Tuesday
night by a score of 25-10. while




We were talking to Mrs. Hunter
Whitesell this week and she said
that her daughter, Betsy, had •
wonderful time on her four-
months tour of Europe.
Betsy, a teacher, made the trip
with a girl-friend whom she
taught with in St. Louis. Before
the tour was over Betsy's friend
had to return home because of the
death of her father. but Betsy
stayed on in Europe.
The Fulton girl had an exciting
time and many unusual experi-
ences. She visited in Holland,
Belgium, Germany, Portuga 1,
Spain, Italy, Austria. Monaco.
France and England.
When Betsy comes home for the
Christmas holidays, we would like
to hear all about her experiences.
Mrs. Ethel Byvtd. who wiI be
105 on Dec. 19, will celebrate her
birthday with open house, after
all. Everyone, including all local
ministers, are invited to attend.
That Hugh Rushton can sell
anything, it seems, but he doesn't
always get away with it. A lady
went to the Western Auto Store
recently and purchased a gift for
a child in the hospital. It was
gift wrapped, as I recall, and de-
livered to the child. When the
gift box was opened, it was as
empty as could be. Seems like
Hugh, or someone, sorts got mixed
up. The lady who purchased the
gift, got a big kick out of it all,
though.
A group of Beta Club members
from Fulton County High School
attended the Beta Club conven-
tion at the Kentucky Hotel in
Louisville over the weekend and
report a wonderful time. Their
chaperons were Mrs. W. E. Owens
and Mrs. Chester Wade.
Members making the trip were
Jane Kemp. Mary Beth Glasser,
Dianne Holly, Martha Dean Mc-
Kelvy. Brenda Owen s, Ann
Rogers. Judy Kelly, Sue Wade,
Kenneth Wade and Bobby Shull.
The Hickman club is under the
sponsorship of Mrs. Plea Fields
and co-sponsor, Mrs. Joe Bar-
nett.
Dr. J. Co Hancock and Elvis
Babb are today announcing the
birth of eleven boxer puppies.
born to their dog, Nancy, on Dec.
5.
Sunday Mr. Babb and Bill Han-
cock kept busy trying to keep the
new pups warm and Monday
morning, Dr. Hancock reported
that the mother and her pups were
doing fine. Dr. Hancock said that
the father, James Warren's Top-
per, had not been notified as yet.
The Fulton City Clerk's office
is all gaily decorated for the hol-
idays. There is a Christmas
tree and on the wall a large
bell decoration, made by the girls
and Fire Chief Nemo Williams.
The Mayor, council, city em-
ployees, their wives and hus-
bands, will have a big Christmas
dinner-party at the Rose Room of
Smith's Cafe on Dec. 21, at 7 p.m.
Gifts will be exchanged and
there will be a delightful _Christ-
mas program presented.
This is the first year for such
a party. Money was taken from
the coke and candy concessions
to pay for the get-together.
Nashville-Purchase Super-Road
Called 'Sure' By U. S. Official
Despite the long delay a de-
fense superhighway between
Nashville and the Purchase area
Is a certainty.
That was the word from Bert-
ram D. Tallamy, federal highway
administrator, in an interview
with a Nashville Tennessean cor-
respondent Sunday.
One of the things delaying the
highway, said Tallamy, is a cur-
rent negotiation by highway de-
partments of Illinois and Indiana
about a St. Louis-Louisville route.
If that route is settled on, said
Tallamy, it might provide a bet-
ter point of departure than the
tentative one now in the mill
which would take off from the
St. Louls-Mernphis route.
The route is still referred to as
a Cairo-to-Nashville route, al-
though the precise route is still
in doubt, said Tallamy.
There is little likelihood. said
Tallamy, that the proposed Nash-
ville-Cairo route would be signi-
ficantly changed within Tennes-
see. The major change in routing,
he said, would be in Kentucky,
starting at about the Tennessee
state line.
It could mean that Cairo would
be by-passed by this particular
route. It may be. he suggested,
that it will swing farther east
than present plans provide—in the
direction of Paducah.
T h e Tennessean's interview
with Tallamy was prompted by a
rather offhand remark by Tennes-
see (iov. Buford Ellington.
During a question-and-answer
session with newsmen. Ellington
said recently that he is ready and
willing to "trade" the Cairo-Nash-
ville route for a different one.
Tallamy, however, said he had
not been approached by any rep-
resentative of Tennessee seeking
any sort of trade.
''You may rest assured," said
Tallamy, "that two factors, and
those alone, will decide where
any highway in the interstate and
defense system is to be located.
Those factors are engineering and
economics."
At another paint he said:
"This route was added to the
interstate and defense system be-
cause it filled an obvious gap in
the system. Our main reason for
adding it was to provide the short-
est "possible route from the north-
west section of the nation to the
southeastern seaboard.
"As our system was originally
planned, the route from north-
western points like Kansas City
South Fulton
Wins Two Games
South Fulton swept two basket-
ball victories from Obion Friday
night, winning both the girls' and
boys' games.
Jane Peeples' 24 points led the
South Fulton girls to a 51-35 win.
Joy Vincent had 19 for the win-
ners. In the boys' game, Don Par-
chman scored 16 points to pace a
52-42 victory for South Fulton.
to the southeastern United States
became circuitous at St. Louis. To
reach the seaboard and important
southeastern centers, highway
traffic would have had to travel
either down the Mississippi to
Memphis or across to Louisville
and back down to Nashville.
"A straighter route between St.
Louis and Nashville was logical to
fill this obvious gap in our plan-
ning."
Linking the atomic energy faci-
lities at Paducah and at Oak
Ridge was only a minor considera-
tion, said Tallamy.





These are gifts that promise Fetter cooking No guess-
ing--no worrying. With a controlled heat electric
appliance, you just pre-set temperatures ... the auto-
matic electric heat does the cooking safely, easily.
Perfect control means foods will never be over-
cooked' or undercooked . . . temperatures never get
too high or too low. You get flavor-perfect results
every time.
Visit your appliance dealer today and see these
wonder-working, controlled heat electric appliances...
frypan . . . toaster . . . coffee maker . . . saucepan.
You'll find many electrical gift suggestions for the
others on your gift list, too.
This Christmas give a gift of better living—an
electric gift.
Economical, too--

















































































































Farm News, Meetings, Events
(Ed's note: the following information, :implied THE NEWS
by the USDA, ASC, nearby County Agents and agricultural





Harvest almost completed in
Obion County. About 95 per cent
St the corn, cotton and soybeens
have been harvested.
Local prices are $1.00 per bus-
hel for corn, both yellow and
white and $1.95 per bushel for
soybeans.
County soybean producers
planting the new "Hood" variety
are well pleased with results.
Many more acres of Hood will be
planted in 1960. The new early
variety "Hill", developed by the
saame station that developed Lee
and Hood looks good for many
county growers. This bean ma-
tures 2 to 5 days earlier than
Dorman and yields compare fav-
orably with Lee. Hill beans are
reported to stand up good and are
resistant to several soybean dis-
eases. Farmers that follow soy-
beans with small grain showed
especially like Hill variety. Some
foundation seed will be available
for 1960.
Fall sown crops looking good.
Many mere sees will be gree,
during the winter here in °Mon
County than in previous years.
The county wide soil testing
program is rapidly getting under-
way. When weather permits
farmers are taking samples. We
expect to double the number of
samples sen tin for 1916 this year.
A goal of BOO samples is set for
1960.
The Obion County Livestock
Association now has 30 paid
members. The goal of 100 men-
ben by January 1 will be reach-
ed and exceeded.
EVENTS COMING UP IN
TEM NEAR rultraa
Wednesday night, December 9:
Livestock Planning meeting-Pro-
gram Projection Committee -
County Agents Office-Union City,
7:30 p.m. This committee will
plan livestock projects and acti-
vities for °Won County during
1900.
Thursday night, December 10:
Directors meeting-Obioe-Weakley
County DHIA-County Agents Off-
ice-Dresden-7:30 p.m
Friday afternoon, December 11:
County Beekeepers Planning
meeting-County Agents Office-
Union City-2:00 p.m. To Plan 1960
Beekeeping activities and pro-
jects.
Monday night, December 14:
Dairy Planning meeting-Program
Projection Committee-Farm Bur-
eau Hall-Union City 7:30 p.m.
This committee will plan a
county dairy program for 1960. 
RaySpann, Assistant Diary Speci-
alist from Jackson will assist the
group.
Wednesday night, December 16.
Obion County Livestock Associa-
tion, annual meeting - Blltmore
Restaurant-Union City 7:00 p.m.
The program will include: A
steak dinner for members, a talk
by Tom Langford, Assistant Ex-
tension Livestock Specialist on
how to strengthen a county Live-
stock Program, election of direct-
ors for 4960, presentation of corn
yeild, 'awards for Obion County
and recognition of winners at the
1959 Obion County Fair in the
livestock department. Homer Is-
bell is president of the associat-
ion.
A progress report will also be
given of the associations projects
and activities for 1959. These in-
clude a feeder pig sale, increase
in number of feeder calves con-
signed, and an increase in mem-
bership from 26 in April to 100
or over on January 1
Friday night, December 18:
Field Crops Planning meeting-
Program Projection Committee-
County Agents Office-Union City-
7:00 p.m. This committee will
plan a County Field Crops Pro-
gram for 1960. Haywood Luck,
Assistant Extension Agronomist,
from Jackson, will assist the
group.
LEGISLATION
How recent legislation affects
the determination of farm cotton
allotments for future years was
explained today by C. C. Vaughn,
Chairman, °Mon County Agricul-
ture Stabilization and Conserva-
tion Committee.
For 1961 and future years, ac-
cording to the chairman, the new
law requires that, in determining
term cotton allotments, the farm
cotton allotment for the preceding
year shall be used as the 'base"
if at least 75 percent of the farm
allotment for that year was plant-
ed to cotton or regarded as plant-
ed to cotton. Therefore. the acre-
age planted to cotton or regarded
as planted on a farm for 1960
must be at least 75 percent of the
regular (Choice A) farm allot-
ment to preserve the entire allot-
ment as a base for 1961.
Acreage may be "regarded as
planted to cotton" if it was includ-
ed in the previous year's Conser-
vation Reserve Program. it the
allotment acreage was released to
the County ASC Committee for
or if the county committee deter-
mines that planting was prevented
be a natural disaster or illness of
a farm operator or producer.
"ELIGIBLE VOTERS"' ON COT-
TON QUOTAS EXPLAINED
Just what is meant by "eligible
voters" in the upcoming referen-
dum on 1960-crop upland cotton
marketing quotas was explained
today by Roy Bard. Chairman,
Fulton County Agricultural Stabi-
lization and Conservation Com-
mittee.
-Generally speaking, anyone
A gift from the Jewelry Store is always something
Special especially when Its - - -
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ANDREWS JEWELRY STORE
309 Commercial Fulton Phone 398
who engaged in the production of
upland cotton in 1969 is eligible
to vote in the Dec. 15 referen-
dum," the Chairman declared.
"This would include all persons
- whether owner-operator, cash
tenant. share tenant, or sharecrop-
per - who had an interest in the
1959 upland cotton crop.
"It would also include a farmer
whose cotton-al:otment acreage
was included in the Soil Bank's
Conservation Reserve program, or
a person whose 1959 farm cotton




Official notices of 1960 cotton
farm allotments are now being
mailed to Fulton County growers,
according to Roy Bard Chairman,
County Agricultural Stabilization
and Conservation Committee. The
notices should reach all operators
of "old" cotton farms within the
next few days, the Chairman said.
As in 1959, two allotments for
1980-crop upland cotton will be
established for each farm. and if
marketing quotas are in effect for
the crop each farm operator will
have an opportunity to choose the
one he wants to comply with. If
he elects and complies with the
"regular" - Choice (A) - allot-
ment, he will be eligible for price
support at not less than 75 per-
cent of parity; if he elects and
complies with the Choice (B) al-
lotment (which is 40 percent
larger than the "A" allotment),
his crop will be eligible for price
support at not less than 60 per-
cent of parity.
If marketing quotas are not in
effect for the 1960 crop of upland
cotton, only the "regular' allot-
ments will be available at 50 per-




Committees of farmers who will
be responsible for conducting the
cotton marketing quota referen-
dum throughout the county on
December were announced today
by the Fulton County Agricultural
Stabilization and Conservation
Committee. All committee mem-
bers are farmers eligible to vote in
the referendum.
Arrangements have also been
completed for establishing polling
places in all of Fulton County's
cotton-growing communities. No-
titer; showing the date of the ref-
erendum, the rules governing eli-
gibility to vote, and the location
of poiking places have been post-
ed in' conspicuous places in the
county.
Roy Bard, Chairman of the Ful-
ton County ASC Committee,
points out that "eligible" voters in
the December 15 referendum are
all persons who, as landlords, ten-
ants, or sharecroppers, engaged in
the production of upland cotton in
1959. Any questions about eligibi-
lity should be checked in advance
with the County Office.
The community polling places
and the referendum committee-
men serving in the December 15
poll are as follows: Vaughan's
Grocery: A. L. Hancock, Richard
Jeffress and Harold Pev.,itt; Fow-
ler's Grocery, Cayce: T. R. Wil-
liamson, M. 0. Champion and
Charles A. Everett; Hickman
Hardware Store: Raymond Ever-
ett, Charles E. Lattus and T. B.
Toombs; Hickman Gin Company,
Western: Travis Nipp, L. B. Ab-
ernathy and George Helm.
TOBACCO MARKET CARD
Roy Bard, Chairman of the Ful-
ton Ceunty Agricultural Stabiliza-
tion and Conservation committee
today reminded tobacco geowers
of their responsibilities in the
handling and use of their market-
ing cards during the current to-
bacco marketing season.
The growers' chief responsibili-
ties, Mr. Bard said, are as follows:
1. The marketing card must be
used to identify all tobacco mar-
keted from the farm for which it
was issued.
2. The marketing card must not
be left in the possession of the
buyer.
3. The marketing card must be
returned to the ASC county office
when all tobacco from the farm
has been marketed or when all
memorandums in the card have
been used.
4. All farmers must return their
marketing cards to the county
ASC office within 30 days after
the close of the markets in their
area.
By observing these responsibili-
ties. Mr. Bard points out, farmers
help to assure fair treatment for
all in the marketing of tobacco
under the acreage allotment and
marketing quota program.
TOBACCO NOTES
On one of the recent Burley
sales Lawrence Morton, Demon-
stration Supervisor of the U. S.
Grading Service, and Jonah Fort,
retiring chairman of the Dark To-
bacco Quality Improvement Com-
rnittee, was discussing 1959 crop
Burley prices. Fort remarked that
there was a much wider variation
between the prices of good Burley
and common Burley than has been
the case for the past two years. He
added that the extreme variation
in the quality of the 1959 Dark
crops may also cause more price
differential in these types too.
Morton, who is in charge of the
Dark stripping demonstration
work, said he had closely studied
this aspect of Dark tobacco mar-
keting, and his department's sta-
tistics showed that growers of
Type 22, lost a lot of money by
mixing their crops last season.
There were a total of 4,742,000
lbs., of Type 22 grading "M" or
mixed, which averaged $36.00 per
hundred pounds. He estimated 80
percent of this could have been
more carefully sorted, and would
not have carried the "M" grade.
Figured at the market average of
$44.00 for "F" (brown) or "D'
(dark) grades, this represented a
loss to growers of about $228.000.
In addition, 6.625,000 lbs., was
graded "G" (green) and averaged
$34.17. Properly sorted, he esti-
mated that about half of this
would have been graded in colors
other than green, probably result-
ing in $325,000 more for the
growers. Finally, he continued, 1,-
950,000 lbs were graded "FV" or
greenish tinged. Many thousands
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cos could have been sorted out of
the "FV" grades, and sold at the
market average of $44.00 for
brown or dark colored tobaccos. A
total of 13.317,000 lbs. were graded
in colors other than brown or
dark, much of it due to faulty
stripping.
Fort pointed out that in addi-
tion to losses to the growers, this
mixed tobacco caused the buyers a




The 1959 Census of Agriculture
is about 50 percent completed in
this area, it was announced today
by Field Director Hobert A. Yer-
key of the Census Bureau's regi-
onal office at Cincinnati.
The Census official stated that
he was well pleased with the co-
operation the census takers are
receiving from farmers in the
area and has high hopes of com-
pleting the canvass within the
next ten days. He pointed out
that the field canvass of farms is
one of the larger costs of the cen-
sus and that cooperation of farm-
ers in completing questionnaires
promptly will be a vital factor in
keeping down the final cost of the
undertaking.
Quick completion of the census
will not only help in keeping
costs down but will aid in prompt
publication of the results, the
field director said. He urged local
farmers who have not already
done so to complete the census
questionnaire and have, it ready






(ftsince I do dishes In
CLEM sudsy water -
no dishpan needed with
SANITARY DISHWASHER
71   ft ONLY $1 00
Fill unbreakable bottle with
water. Add detergent.
Squeeze fresh suds onto
SARAN brush. Clean and
rinse dishes in one motion.
EAST MAIN SALES CO., P. 0. Box 207 Union City, Tenn.
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Here's a selection for Homemakers.
Come in and browse through our display of
General Electric Portable Appliances-they're
just the thing to make kitchen chores easier
These -gifts for the home' mean less time in
the kitchen for the lady of the house--more




• Weighs Lem Than 3 Pounds
• Hanas Up Like A Saucepan
• Three-Speed Coatrol
• Removable or Attached Cord
$19.95
GE Vaporizer  $13.95
Steam in 90 Seconds
GE Electric Blanket  $29.95
Double-Bed Sim; Single Control
GE Electric Clocks - from $5.95
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Mullins as wedding at-
 tendants.
The Heelers have nine children:
Miss Lola Mullins of Wingo; Mrs.
Milton Taylor of Wingo; Mrs. J.
B. Byrd of Lone Oak; Mrs. Larry
Smith of LaPorte, Ind.; Mrs. Eth-
redge Vance of LaPorte; Charles
Mullins of Benton; J. B. Mullins
of Flint, Mich.; Mrs. Don Keeling
of Flint, Mich.; and Keneth Mul-
lins of LaPorte.
All friends and relatives of the
couple are invited to attend the
open house, golden wedding cele-
bration.
The News reports your - -. -
Diary of Doin's
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
Mrs. Leon Fields, Mrs. Aubrey Taylor and Miss
Nellie Gray were hostesses at a lovely birthday dinner-
party for Mark Fields and Tommy Taylor on their
sixth birthdays Tuesday at noon.
The party was held in the Terrace Room of the
Park Terrace Restaurant, which was gaily decorated
for the Yuletide season.
The thirty young people attending were members
of the Kindergarten, where Mark and Tommy attend.
Centerpieces for the long table, draped in a white
cloth, were beautifully decorated birthday cakes.
At one end of the room was a lighted Christmas
tree. Under the tree were favors of Christmas stockings,
dolls and guns, for the guests.
Christmas carols were played on a phonograph, and
the children enjoyed the game of "Stop that Tune", with
several winning prizes.
The honorees received many nice gifts.
The golden wedding anniver-
sary of Mr. and Mrs. Joe A. Mc-
Gaugh was celebrated Thanksgiv-
ing day at an open house at their
home in the M. Zion community
with their son and daughter-in-
law. Mr. and Mrs. J. W. McGaugh,
as hosts.
Approximately 175 friends and
relatives registered between the
hours of two and five in the
afternoon. Mrs. James Kendell, a
niece of Mr. McGaugh, kept the
register.
The golden anniversary motif
was used throughout the decora-
tions centering around the serv-
ing table which was centered with
a brass compote filled with golden
chrysanthemums topped with a
gold lettered fifty and holding
golden spiral candles. Gold wed-
ding bells were suspended from
the chandelier over the table and
other baskets of dried arrange-
ments of gold flowers and mag-
nolia leaves were placed at van-
tage points throughout the home.
Miss Ruth McGaugh and Miss
Shirley McGaugh. granddaugh-
ters of the honorees served. They
were assisted by Mrs. Al Sexton
of Tampa, Fla., and Mrs. David
Speed, nieces of the Couple, Mrs.
Charles Roberts and Mrs. Bucldy
Roberts.
Out-of-town guests registering
during the afternoon were Mr.
and Mrs. J. W. Alexander and Mr.
and Mrs. Al Sexton of Tampa,
Fla., Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Stacy
and Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Cald-
well, Nashville, Mr. and Mrs. A. B.
Hale, Metaire, La.. Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Grooms and Mr. and Mrs. Hal
Aldridge, Jackson, Miss Annie
Laurie Turner, Lawrenceburg.
and Edd Roberts. Water Val-
ley. Ky.
Mrs. C. L. Maddox was return-
ed home last Wednesday from
Memphis, where she recently
underwent major surgery.
Mr. and Mrs. Beeler Mullins
of Wingo will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary Saturday,
December 12, with an open house
from 2 until 4 in the afternoon at
their kerne, Wingo Rt. 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Beeler were mar-
ried at South Fulton, Tenn., by
Squire Futrell with Caron Owen
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Morris.
Jr. entertained the Obion County
Hammond Organ society at their
new home in Obion Monday even-
ing for its regular monthly meet-
ing.
The center of attraction in the
living room wes a beautifully
decorated blue and white Christ-
mas tree carrying out the Yule-
tide theme of the program.
Mrs. Page Oliver of Union City
presided at the business meeting
during which time the club voted
to have the Hammond Times
magazine sent to the Obion Coun-
ty Public library and also to in-
vite members from the Gibson
County Organsociety to the next
meeting of the group.
A program of Christmas music
was presented as follows: a Christ-
mas medly, Mary Ann Roberts;
"Winter Wonderland" and "Mete-
kalema," Herbert Morris, Jr.; "Joy
to the World," Mrs. Oliver; "Sil-
ver Bells," Mrs. J. W. Roberts;
"I'll Be Home for Christmas," Neil
Ethridge; "W hite Christmas,"
Maynie Bess Morris; "Hard the
Herald Angels," Mrs. Oliver; and
special selections by Billy Joe
King of Jackson.
Following the program a deli-
cious party plate was served by
the hostess.
The history of organs will be
discussed at the January meeting
and two gifted artists will be
featured.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnell Klapp en-
tertained the Hi-Lo bridge club
Friday night, November 20, at
their home on East Clay Street in
Clinton.
Players included Mrs. Roy Ber-
ry and Mrs. K. E. Austin. guests;
Miss Hannah Singletary, Mrs. H.
IL Harpole, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Bugg, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Nig,
Dr. and Mrs. Jack Creason. /Wily
Harpole, Arnell Klapp, Mr. and
Mrs. Wayne Hurd, and Mr. and









Nothing smarter than kit-
ten-soft Ban-Lon for casual




Reg. 79c, beautiful self-
seam, 51 or 60-gauge













Big double-bed size: single
control woven of rayon, sot-
ten and Acrillan, bound with
100% nylon. Unconditional-
ly guaranteed for 2 years.
Warm 5% wool plaid
Double Blankets
$2.99 and $4.99
The 5% wool provides cosy
warmth, the 95% cotton for
strength. Green. rose, tur-
quoise and brown. Acetate
satin binding.
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Lake Street ' Fulton, Ky.
Prize winners were Mrs. Her-
pole, ladies high, Ralph Bugg,
men's high and Mrs. Berry. bingo.
Mrs. Klapp served refreshments
following the games.
The Music Department of the
Woman's Club presented Christ-
mas music Sunday afternoon at 5
at the First Christian Church. The
public was invited.
Mrs. Steve Wiley and Mrs. H.
L. Bushart were the program
chairmen and hostesses were Mrs.
Lonnie Roper, Mrs. Charles R.
Bennett, Mrs. Bob Hyland and
Mrs. Maxwell McDade.
The Beethoven Club carolers
were featured on the program.
Mrs. Steve Wiley, Miss Andy
DeMyer and James Reed were ac-
companists.
Mr. and Mrs: Byron Kearby of
Crutchfield and Mrs. D. J. Mur-
chison and daughters, Janie and
Vicki, returned home Monday
night after spending the Thanks-
giving holidays in Frankfort and
Lexington. They visited their son
and family. Mr. and Mrs. Jennings
Kearby and daughter, Cynthia at
Frankfort, and their daughter and
son-in-law. Mr. and Mrs. William
Eblen and son, Tommy, at Lexing-
ton,
Miss Peggy Sue Wilhaucks of
South Fulton, who will exchange
her marriage vows with Bobby
Wade McConnell of Troy, Decem-
ber 12, was the inspiration for a
recent gift tea given by Mrs. O-
dell McConnell at the McConnell
home on the Kenton highway.
Miss Wilhaucxs received in a
peacock blue wool sheath en-
circled at the waist by a wide
belt and complemented with black
accessories. Mrs. McConnell was
attired in a moss green velvet
model worn with brown kid ac-
cessories.
A pink, silver and white ar-
rangement of miniature Christmas
ornaments flanked by silver
branched candelabra centered the
serving table which was overlaid
with pink linen veiled with white
late. A bridal scene was reflected
in a large mirror over the mantle
and another bridal arrangement
stood on the coffee table. T h e
color scheme was used in the re-
freshments of punch, nuts. mints
and cake served to the large num-
ber of guests who called during
the evening.
Mrs. James Wilhaucks, mother
of the honoree, chose a silk sheath
printed in fall hues and Mrs. Ray-
mond McConnell. the bridegroom-
elect's mother, wore a Dior blue
silk designed 'with an extremely
full skirt.
Miss Mason, in a light
blue wool s and Miss Linda
Hastings,. in a wn wool ensem-
ble, presided it the serving table.
Mrs. Leon Forrester kept the
guest register and others assisting
at the beautifully-planned event
were Mrs. Bernard Forrester, Mrs.
Ed Sanders and Mrs. Walter For-
rester, all of Union City.
Members of the Fulton-South
Fulton Business and Professional
Woman's Club met December I
foi their regular monthly meeting
and Christmas dinner-party.
The meeting was held in the
Rose Room of Smith's Cafe at 8:30
p. m. Following the dinner, a busi-
ness meeting was conducted by
Mrs. Nelle Lowe. president, and
Christmas gifts were exchanged.
The club members presented Mrs.
Lowe with a gift.
Following the gift exchange. the
group joined in the singing of
Christmas carols, with Mrs. Nel-
son Tripp at the piano.
During the business meeting
Mrs. Auzie Phelps spoke on In-
ternational Relations and mem-
bers were asked to contribute a
dollar each to CARE.
The various committee chair-
men gave reports, and Mrs. Lowe
reported on the Clothes Bank pro-
ject, asking each member to con-
tribute one dollar each. The
Cumberland Presbyterian Church
has contributed $10.00 to the fund.
It was voted to let the Hostess
Committee, composed of Mrs. Ann
Whitnel and Miss Gertrude Mur-
phy, decide on the location of each
meeting in the future.
It was reported that the Cook
Books, now being published by an
out-of-town concern, will not ar-
rive for sale before Christmas.
Mrs. Ival Aslinger, state presi-
dent of Delta Kappa Gamma,
honorary teacher's society, was
the guest speaker at the initia-
tion dinner meeting of the Alpha
Eta chapter of the organization
Saturday at the Park Terrace
motel in South Fulton. Mrs. Pat-
ty May Fields and Mrs. Mildred
Anderson, teachers in the South
Fulton school, were hostesses for
the occasion.
Mrs. Allie D. Pentecost of Union
City, Mrs. Donna Darnall of Dres-
den and Mrs. Lurlene Golden of
Ridgely were the initiates intro-
"(Weed by Mrs. Jack Burcharti,
local president. Mrs. Burchard al-
so introduced the speaker who is
a teacher of mathmatics in a Knox
county high Ischool.
Mrs. Aslinger spoke on "Educa-
tion, a Continuing Process" and
quoted statistics on the number
of people who drop out of school
each! year. She said that people
who are adequately equipped for
their work are incentives to the
economy and that those, who are
not a danger.
She pointed out that adult edu-
cation is the big field needing at-
tention in the United States and
concluded with the remark that
people who have finished high
school or college should go on
with their education as it is a
continuing process.
The group was seated at a U-
shaped table overlaid with white
linen and artistic arrangements of
holly and red roses flanked by red
tapers at intervals down-each side
and at the head table.
A beautifully-planned bridal
tea, another in the series of pre-
nuptial events honoring Miss
Peggy Sue Wilhaucks whose wed-
ding to Bobby Wade McConnell of
Troy will be solemnized Decem-
ber 12 at the McConnell Baptist
church, was given recently by
Miss Beverly L.acewell and Miss
Alma Green.
Tall pink tapers ourneci in silver
branched candelabra flanking the
low, cutglass container filled with
pink carnations, which centered
the white linen draped table.
Other arrangements of pink car-
nations and candles were placed
in the living room. The pink
theme was used in the refresh-
ments of punch, mints, nuts and
cake which were served to the
guests.
Miss Lacewell received in a
wool ensemble in shades of brown
complemented with matching ac-
cessories. Miss Green was attired
In a charcoal grey ensemble worn
with a white silk tailored blouse.
The honoree chose a tailored
green wool frock encircled at the
waist with a wide matching sash.
She complemented her attire with
black accessories and pinned a
corsage of pink carnations at her
shoulder. Her mother, Mrs. James
Wilhaucks, wore a black and red
sheath. Mrs. Raymond McConnell,
the bridegroom-elect's mother,
was wearing a black sheath fea-
turing a shawl collar.
Mrs. Dorris L.acewell, in a blue
printed jersey frock. assisted in
serving.
Mrs. Leland Jewell entertained
her weekly club at her home on
Carr Street Thursday evening.
Those winning prizes were Mrs.
Buddy Carver. Mrs. Harry Blood-
worth, Mrs. Nita Boaz and Mrs.
Pete Green.
Mrs. Marion Matheny was a
visitor.
Others attending were Mrs.
Vernon McAlister, Mrs. Eph
Dawes, Mrs. Lucy Day Bennett.
Mrs. Jewell McClain, Mrs. Emma,
Jean Brown, Mrs. Ernestine Holt,
and Mrs. Louise Buckingham.
Late in the evening the haetess
served delicious refreshments of
strawberry shortcake, coffee and
milk.
Mrs. Dean Killebrew and young
son, Michael, of Louisville are
spending two weeks in Fulton
and Dresden visiting friends and
relatives.
Members of the Garden Depart-
ment of the Fulton Woman's Club
are looking forward with keen
anticipation to the annual Christ-
mas meeting which will be held
Friday afternoon at 2:30 at the
K. U. auditorium. The program
will be presented by Mrs. Robert
Holland.
South Fulton P-TA will meet
at 2 p. m. Thursday at the school.
The children will present the pro-
gram and a good attendance is
urged.
A program of Christmas music
by the students of Terry-Norman
will be featured on the program
of the Terry-Norman P-TA meet-
ing Thursday at 2:30. All members
are urged to attend.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. McNatt,
owners of the Mac and Faye
Flower Shop, were hosts at a din-
ner party Tuesday evening at 6:30
at the Park Terrace Restaurant.
Christmas gifts were exchanged.
The employees and guests at-
tending were Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Harris. Mr. and Mrs. I. M. Jones.
Mrs. Neuman Croft, Mrs. Joe
Johnston, and Mr. and Mrs. Ray-
mond Gambill.
Mrs. Charles Ray Brown was
honored with a Pink and Blue
Shower on Thursday, Dec. 3. at
the home of Mrs. Glenn Faulkner
on Frankie Street.
The Pink and Blue color scheme
was carried out with a Pink
Stork hovering over a Blue cradle
holding many lovely gifts. A Pink
and Blue cloth with gaily arrayed
baby scenes draped the refresh-
ment table. The honoree was pre-
sented with a corsage of Pink and
Blue bows holding miniature
babies and tiny diaper pins by the
hostesses, Mrs. Faulkner, Mrs.
Charles Ray, Mrs. Glenn Owensby.
Mrs. James C. Newton, Mts. Ward
Bushart. and Mrs. Ray Jackson.
Two games were played with Mrs.
M. E. Dawes receiving the first
prize. Each guest participated in
the second prize of a sip of orange
juice.
In keeping with the approaching
holiday season, open face sand-
wiches of chicken salad and pi-
mento cheese were served on
Santa and Christmas tree shaped
pieces of bread. Potato chips, pink
and blue diaper cups holding col-
ored mints, and cokes were served
also. A Christmas tree made of
toothpicks stuck in sweetgtun
balls and sprayed with White
Snow was used as a center piece.
Those attending and sending
gifts besides the honoree and host-
esses were Mrs. Lila Hastings.
Mrs. M. E. Dawes, Mrs. Richard
Edwards, Misses Mary Anderson
and Tresses Pennington. Mrs.
Ronald Mack Fields, Mrs. Ray-
mond Brown, Mrs. Burnt' Crider,
Mts. Harry Barber, Mrs. Lucile
Wright, Mrs. Frances McCollum,
Mrs. Wayne Grissom, Mrs. C. F.
Pennington, Mrs. J. H. Hale, Mrs.
Jaes Hale. Mrs. James Butts. and
Mrs. Charles Gregory.
The employees of the telephone
office presented Mrs. Brown with
a high chair matching her dinette
furniture.
Miss Mary Anderson received
the doorprize.




Now the doctor knows how the
patient feels.
Why? Because the patient is the
doctor.
Dr. Glynn Bushart, convalescing
in Memphis and eager to return
to Fulton, was visited last Sun-
day by Don Sensing. and the con-
versation went along these lines,
reported Don:
Don: "Glad to see you, Glynn
and glad you're better. When do
you think you will be back in
Fulton?"
Dr. Glynn: "I don't know. These




The Palestine Homemakers will
meet Friday at 10:30 a. m. at the
Community House. There will be
an exchange of Christmas gifts.
All members are urged to be pres-






















is a PLUS... you can
get from sleeping
Posturepe
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World's finest mattress, Aligns, tones up
and relaxes weary bock muscles—just
as orthopedic surgeons recommend.
d
jakt Potyrltypovedricspdien.sigonncoan'rt souti—eolplws oirnyx
keeps
U prove your posture, so you feel and look
better. Smooth button-free top, too.
MATTRESS $79
so TULL OR TWIN SIZE
Matching Foundation $79 50
Less than 20 a night
Fallon Hdwe. and Furniture Co.







Large table lamps 2.49
Mirromatic cookers  9.95
GE Toasters, automatic  14.88
TV snack tables (4), large she  8.95
7-inch portable electOc saw  29.88
Set of 6 Ecko steak knives  3.95
26-inch bicycle, equipped  39.88
2-Piece living room suite 99.95
3-Piece bedroom suite 99.95
(Use our easy-payment plan)
Fulton Hdwe. and Furniture Co.
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Beverly Cursey Becomes Bride
Of William Kenton Adams Nov. 3
The First Methodist Church in
Martin. Tennessee provided a
beautiful and impressive setting
on Thursday afternoon the twen-
ty-sixth of November, nineteen
hundred and fifty-nine. when
Miss Beverly Ann Cursey, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Flet-
cher Curacy, of Fulton, Kentucky
became the bride of William Ken-
ton Adams, son of Reverend and
Mrs. William Glenn Adams of
Martin. The Reverend Adams of-
ficiated at the double ring cere-
mony which was solemnized at
two-thirty o'clock.
As the guests assembled and
preceeding the exchanging of the
nuptial vows a program of organ
music was given by Mrs. Eleme
Counce. Mrs. Godfrey Binford
and Miss Nancy Adams were
vocalists.
The stately young bride was
escorted to the altar and given in
marriage by her father. She wore
a handsome formal wedding gown
of ivory slipper satin. The bodice
was fashioned with a deep scallop-
ed yoke and long tapered sleeves
of Imported Chantilly lace. Tiny
seed pearls encrusted the lace. The
bodice terminated in deep scallops
which joined the voluminous
gathered skirt which developed
into a cathedral train. The skirt
was poised over period hoops. She
wore a pear necklace. Her misty
veil of illusion fell from a lace
crown and was fingertip length.
Her bouquet. was a cascade of
tethered carnations centered with
a large white orchid. The bouquet
was tied with velvet roping.
Young-Mars
Engagement Told
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin T. Young
of Dukedom, Tennessee. announce
the engagement of their daughter,
Catherine, to Charles Walter
Mars, son of Mr. and Mrs. James
Houston Mars, Sr.. of luka, Mis-
sissippi.
The wedding will be solemnized
Saturday, January 9, at the Union
Avenue Church of Christ. in Mem-
phis. Tennessee.
The bride-elect was graduated
from Dresden High School, Dres-
den. Tennessee, and from Office
Training School in Memphis.
Mr. Mars was graduated from
luka High School, luka. Miss., and
attended college at Northeast Mis-
sissippi Junior College, Boone-
ville. Mississippi, and Florence
State College. Florence, Alabama.
He is presently associated with the
L. T. Barrington Cotton Company
in Memphis.
HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients in
the local hospitals as of late
Wednesday morning:
HILL VIEW:
Mrs. Sarah Nelms. Fulton; Mrs.
George Elliot. Route 3 Martin;
James Anderson, Fulton; Jack
Foy, Fulton; Mrs. May Campbell,
Fulton; Mr. W. H. Pounds, Green-
field; Mrs. James Phillips, Fulton;
Mrs. M H. Rose, South Fulton;
George Rhodes. Dukedom; Hayes
Bryant, Fulton; Mrs. W. C. Cash.
Fulton; Mrs. W. A. Osborne, Ful-
ton; Mrs. Lula Mae Morris. Ful-
ton; Mrs. Lily House. Fulton; Miss
Helen Holder, Hickman.
JONES HOSIPTTAL:
Mrs. Jake Graves. Fulton; Mr.
Jack Burns. Cayce; Mrs. Alice
Kimberlin, South Fulton; Mrs. C.
A. Boyd. Fulton; Mrs. Otto Brad-
ley, Route 1 Fulton; Mr. Clifford
Peerey, Fulton: Mrs. Herman
Parks, Route 3 Fulton; Herman
Parks. Route 3 Fulton; Mrs. Joe
Gates, South Fulton; Freida Yates,
Fulton; Mrs. Eula Gordon, Fulton;
Prentice Goodrich. Route 3 Ful-
ton; Mrs. Will Puckett. Water Val-
ley; Mrs. R. C. Crocker, Fulton.
FULTON HOSPITAL:
Mrs. Jeff Swatter and baby.
Union City, Route 3: Mrs. M. L.
Crooks, Clinton, Route I; Mrs. C.
N. Holland, Hickman; Jackie
Boyd, Water Valley, Route 1; Mrs.
John Pate and baby. Crutchfield;
Mrs. Billy McWhorter and baby,
Clinton; Mrs. Clarice Thorpe. Ful-
ton; Katie Brown, Fulton; Fred
Wells. Fulton Route 4; Ruby Lock-
ett. Fulton; Harold Wade, Water
Valley; Archie Flakes. Fulton;
Larry Latham, Fulton; Harry Sub-.
tette, Cayce; Sam Reed, Fulton
Route 3; Mrs. Cora Sublette, Clin-
ton; Mr. E. J. Hay, Fulton. Route
4; Patricia Sue Davis, Dresden,
Route 4; Jose Jones. Wingo Route
1; Mrs. Jeff Grissom. Fulton; Mrs.
Mike Fry, Fulton; Mrs. Raymond
Pewitt. Fulton.
WINS FIRST GAME
Coach Joe Caldwell's Carr El-
ementary team won its first game
of the season 52-42 at Fulgham
Monday night.
Reed the Classified Ads
Miss Carina Rita Tallent was
the maid of honor and only at-
tendant. Charles Adams. uncle of
the groom served as best man.
Tht ushers were Robert Cur-
sey, brother of the bride, Walter
Adams and Earl Blaine Adams
brothers of the groom and Blaine
Brooks. cousin of the groom.
Immediately following the cere-
mony. Mr. and Mrs. Cursey en-
tertained with a reception in the
church parlor.
Assisting at the reception were
Mrs. Jerry Cursey, Miss Nancy
Adams, Mrs. Godfrey Binford,
Miss Carolyn Roberts, Mrs. Jerry
Alston. Mrs. Jimmy Yates and
Mrs. Joe Pat James.
Late in the afternoon Lieu-
tentant and Mrs. Adams left for
a southern wedding trip. For
travelling Mrs. Adams wore a
Printzess suit of blue and gold im-
ported tweed with a black fox
collar. Her accessories were black





Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Jackson
Maley of Hull, Georgia announce
the engagement of their daughter.
Marie, to James Cherry Crocker
of Fulton.
Miss Maley is the granddaugh-
ter of Mrs. H. A. Maley of San
Gabriel. California and the late
Mr. Maley and Mrs. E. V. Wilkins
and the late Mr. Wilkins of Hull,
Georgia.
Mr. Crocker Is the grandson of
C. Cherry of Murray. Kentucky
and the late Mrs. Cherry and Mrs.
R. C. Crocker of Fulton. and the
late Mr. Crocker.
The bride-elect is a graduate of
Young Harris College and the
University of Georgia. Miss Maley
is presently teaching at Gainsville
High School in Gainsville,
Georgia.
Mr. Crocker attended Murray
Stat College and is now associated
with Swift and Company, Gains-
ville.
The wedding will take place
December 20, at the Hull Baptist
Church at seven o'clock in the
evening.
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Funeral services for Arnett
Hendrix, 66. were held at 10:30
a. m. Wednesday at Hopkins,
Brown and Buck Funeral Home at
Clinton with the Rev. N. T. Pat-
ton officiating. Burial was in Clin-
ton Cemetery.
Mr. Hendrix, a resident of Hick-
man, died Friday in a veterans
hospital at Battle Creek, Mich.
He is survived by his widow.
Mrs. Mildred Hendrix, Hickman;
Gateway Holdup
Suspect Arrested
Orville Jones of Latham, want-
ed by Weakley county authorities
for robbery, was picked up in
Chicago recently by Federal au-
thorities. Jones was brought to
Dresden and is now in jail. His
case is scheduled to come before
the December term of circuit
a son, Joe Hendrix, Ypsilanti,
Mich.. and a sister, Mrs. Lucille
Bondurant. Louisville. and three
grandchildren.
court
Sheriff Harold Cooper stated
Tuesday that he had asked F.B.I.
officials to pick-up Jones on a
federal warrant charging unlaw-
ful flight to avoid prosecution.
The sheriff 'dated that the F.B.I.
agents in Chicago arrested Jones
on the Chicago Southside Friday,
November 27.
The F. B. I. rimmed sheriff Co-
oper of the arrest, and the sher-
iff, accompanied by Deputy Clyde
Miles, went to Chicago and re-
turned Jones to the county jail.
Sheriff Cooper, stated that Jones
is being held .on charges of armed
robbery. Bail was set at $1500;
however, Jones, the sheriff stat-
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Is not eligible for bail as he
had violated the terms of his
parole by committing the robbery.
Jones had previously been given
a life sentence for armed robbery
at Winchester. but had been par-
oled from Fort Pillow peniten-
tiary in June.
Jones is charged with robbing
the Gateway Restaurant at. Mar-
tin of about $150 the night of
Oct. 18. He fled to Chicago, where
he was picked up several weeks
ago by Chicago police only to be
released by them before Sheriff
Cooper could take him into
custody.
TO TRANSPORTATION
FORT EUSTIS, VA. (AH'TNC)
-Army Sergeant First Class
Billie J, Williams, son of Mrs
Mettle Harrison, Route 1, Hick-
man, Ky. recently was assigned
to the 48th Transportation Group
at Fort Eustis, Va.
Sergeant Williams, group reen
listment non-commissioned off
icer, entered the Army in 1946.
He attended Hickman High
School.
Come to Santa's Toy Carnival at Baldridge's I
"Trail-Bluer" Train
Authentic replica of "Wild
West" train; unbreakable. take-
apart. real action set. Full circle
standard "0" gauge track. $2.98
value.
$2.32
16-Inch Vinyl Chubby I
This cute Dew-Drop has root-
ed hair. jointed arms and legs.
Drinks and wets; wears cotton
roenpers, knit booties, carries
bottle, nipple. $5 value
$3.93
Oil Paint Sets
Paint by number. Twin set fea-
tures 2 mounted canvasses, 14
new plastic jars of oil paint,
brush, two plastic frames.




What a selection! Small-scale
replicas c: practically every-
thing on wheels in colorful lith-
ographed metal. Average 8-in-
che, in length. Reg. 98c
76c Each
Sweep 'N Dust Kit
Hours of play for little house-
keepers. 4-Piece set consists of
carpet sweeper, plastic fibre




Metal music box. Just turn
the crank, play a merry tune





Lovely hatbox-styled case of
durable vinyl, smartly decor-
ated and fitted with safe and
harmless cosmetics including
cologne. ccfrnb, brush, polish.
Reg. $2.98
$2.53
21-inch Doll & Swing
Here's a combination to please
any girl. "Dew-Drop" all-vinyl
doll sheds tears, has molded
hair, rompers. bonnet and
booties. $9.95 value
$7.87 
I THERE'S STILL A WIDI
Doll Carriage
211/2-inch genuine "Playtime"
carriage that's 21% inches long
and 81/2 inches wide. 5" plastic-
tired wheels, 3-bow hood with
sun visor. $5.95 value
$3.83
Mosaic Craft Sets
Complete new idea in mosaic
craft. Paint with new liqui-tile
on completely pre-formed mo-
saic panel,. by numbers. Com-




wheels, body that can be raised.
Back opens so toys can be
dumped. 231/2 inches, bumper
to bumper. Reg. $2.98
$1.94
Luggage Set
4-Piece "Dolly and me" set in-
cludes train case, zipper hat
box, miniature train case and
miniature hat box. Embossed
with travel labels. Reg. $2.98
$2.54
25-Key Piano
True-toned spinet by Schoen-
hut has 2 full octaves, colored
key chart and music book that





camera with new M-2 flash
unit using inexpensive bulbs.
Takes 12 full-size pictures on




25-I n c h chubby, all-vinyl,
jointed arms and legs. Coo
voice; drinks, wets, wears
:lothes including taffeta dress,




A complete kindergarten with-
in! One side is a decorated peg
board, the other a decorated
chalk board. Inside contains a
crayon eraso board. $1.98 value
$1.63
Diaper Bag Sets
"Little Mother" sets, complete,
Include zip-opening shoulder'
strap bag. nursing bottle and
nipple, bib, diaper and safety
pin. Reg. $1 value
7k
Model Airplane
Gas powered! Full-size model
airplane with "Hustler" contest
gas engine that's easy to op-
erate. Flies at 35 mph.; con-
trolled on ground. Reg. $6.95
$5.11
Toy Refrigerator
Modern pink enamel firAsh on
heavy gauge metal, gTin-out
shelves, magnetic door catch,




"Texan, Jr" is a true-tone in-
strument equipped with 6 wire
and nylon strings. 30 inches
long, 31/2 inches deep and 11
inches wide. Reg. $3.98
$3.43
Basketball Set
Regulation size basket that
mounts on any wall easily, plus
official all-weather ball. A
wonderful practice outfit for




bull opens mysteriously as top
spins, revealing dancing bal-




Charlie Mailbox - Lacing
shoe and pull-toy - work
bench - kiddie camera -
durable wood-block toys for











Don't Pay More than our low




6-Piece set includes doll glider,
car bed, car seat, mattress and
pillow set, diaper bag. Steel
frame for making cradle or
swing. Reg. $9.95
$7.77
2-in 1 Target Set
Hours of play with this Felix-
the-cat target, pistol-type dart
gun, 2 rubber-tipped darts and
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Tilghman Wins
Over Bulldogs
Tilghman rallied in the fourth
period to defeat a determined Ful-
ton City team 43-39 before an en-
thusiastic crowd here Saturday
night
The Bluemen, for the second
straight night, found themselves
on the short end of the score late
In the last quarter.
The Tornado finally tied the
score against the Bulldogs at 37-
all with 3:27 remaining in the
game on a foul shot by Richard
Holland.
Tilghman never trailed the rest
of the way, although Fulton City
made a couple of strong threats.
Sophomore Gary Overton bang-
ed in a fielder to give Tilghman
the lead and added a free toss for
a 40-37 margin.
Tilghman controlled the ball
until the final seconds of the game






Type of Farming (circle one):
General - Cattle - Grain - Cotton




Mail before nomination deadline
Help Select America's Outstand-
ing Young Farmers
Mail or Deliver to: 
Illareid Benders's
Fulton Beak - Fullest, Ky.
Your Leval JUAN' Chamber of
Commeree
,shots to narrow the gap to 40-99
with 20 seconds showing on the
clock. The hustling Overton came
through again hitting a foul shot
with 15 seconds left for a 4-39
edge. Fulton lost the ball on its
trIp dowiacourt and Tilgtunan got
another foul shot in the waning
seconds to ascount for the final
score.
The two teams were tied at 8-all
after a idpw first period. The score
was still deadlocked 15-15 at the
halftime intermission.
Fulton City took the lead at the
start of the third period and held
a 26-19 lead late in the quarter
before the Bluemen started to
press that cut the deficit to 27-24
at the quarter horn.
Jim Engrlah finished with
scoring honors for Tilghman with
13 points. No other player hit in
double figures.
Roy Morrow as the big gun for
Fulton City with 16 points, get-
ting most of his points in the big
third period outburst.
Tilghman  6 15 24 43




Charlie Forrest, Union City
High school's all-state gridiron
stalwart. Monday morning cast his
football and educational lot with
the University of Tennessee. Be-
fore a small group of friends, rel-
atives, high school personnel and
U-T officials and alumni, the tal-
ented tailback and halfback sign-
ed an athletic grant-in-aid with
the Knoxville university.
The signing of the athletic a-
greement took place at a breakfast
get-together at the Biltmore. Un-
der Southeastern conference rules
Monday was the first day that
such a scholarship could be signed.
"The University of Tennessee is
proud to have Charlie Forrest as
a football pieepeet," Tom Elam of
Union City said at the breakfast
Mr. Elam is a member of the uni-
versity's board of trustees and is
trustee chairman of the universi-
ty's athletic committee.
Forrest is a former Fulton boy.
You judge yourself by what you
feel able to do; Others judge you






Ws smort to play favorites—fashion favorites,
in fresh, flattering Arrow White Shirts. Our
big, bright selections feature the styles you
like best—in regular point, short point,
button-down, and many more. Wh:chever
you cl‘oo.e, you con be sure of perfect





Main Street Fulton Phone 235
Figures on 4-H enrollment for 1969 again show
an upward trend. If the increase is reflected in
all 60 states and Puerto Rico, this year's final
score could weU be with'n touching distance of
the two-and-one half million mark, predicts the
National Committee on Dees and Oirls Club
Work.
While the number of 44I'ers is steadily Mcrae*
Mg, the annual crop of wieners missing shout the
same, the National Committee points out,
cause the number of award programs is limited.
Thus individual qualitications become higher and
competition keener. At the present time the ratio
for state and stational winners is one member
out of 2,000.
The national award programs In which 4-Wers
participate include clothing, frozen Mods, once
asologe. safety, public speaking, and tractor.
There are nearly 60 others, according to the
National Committee.
An 4-H projects and activities endeavor to
show how to improve the individual, the
the home, farm and community.
Every 4-H member pledges ". . . my lead to
Milton Honor
Roll Announced
Mrs. A. Z. Tucker, principal of
Milton School, today arrnounced
the second term honor roll of the
clearer thinking ... my heart to greater loyalty
... my hands to larger service . . my health to
better living, for my club, my community, and
my country."
Besides the personal satisfaction of "learning
by doing." 4-H'ers take great pride in their ac-
oompliahments, and outstanding records are re-
warded, the National Committee reports.
Awards are provided annually by individuals
and business Irma among which are: Mrs.
Charles R. Walgreea, Standard Brands, Coats &
Clark, Carnation Co., Simplicity Pattern Co.,
Hercules Powder Co., Ratty Crocker of General
Mills, Whirlpool Corp., Montgomery Ward, Gen-
eral Motors. Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.
Also John Deere. Singer Sewing Machine Co.,
Colgate-Palmolive, Hematite, Armour & Co.. the
Burlington, Milwaukee. and Illinois Central rail-
ways, Wilson & Co., and Stendard Oil (Kg.).
All 4-H programs are directed by the Coopera-
tive Extension Service, USDA. Arrangements for
the national award program' are mede by the
National Committee.
school as follows:
Grade One, none, Grade Two,
Linda Wilbourn and Busselyta
Patton; Grade Three, none; Grade
Four, Joyce Tharp, Elizabeth Wil-
bourn, Delcie Banks Willie
Moody, Alan Ingram and Perry
Kerney; Grade Five, Joyce Lee.
Grade Six, Paulette Minley,
Gloria Littleton, and Sandra Dan-
iels; Grade Seven, Lorell Berry,
Janie Haley, Resie Tharp, Harold
Hutcherson and Robert William-
son; and Grade Eight none.
The mind can accomplish al-
most anything the body can-and
with far less effort
Bowlers To Give To
Christmas Funds
The approximately 500 mein-
hers of the men's and women's
bowling associations of Union
City moved today to wholeheart-
edly get behind Christmas charity
programs in both Union City and
Fulton.
Bel-Aire Lanes has agreed to
sponsor a Christmas Fund Handi-
cap tournament with every dollar
of the money contributed to be
given to the holiday projects of
the two cities: The Union City
Jaycees' "Chimes for Charity"
project and the Fulton Joyce,
Christmas Fund.
George Washington and John
Adams each contributed $100 to
the Kentucky Academy, first pub-
lic school authorised and incor-
porated by the Kentucky Legis-
lature. It was built at Pisgah near
Lexington in 1794.
HOME DESTROYED
A two-story frame house in
Water Valley. owned and oc-
cupied by Will Puckett and his
family, was completely destroyed
by a fire of unknown origin Sun-
day about 6:45 p.m.. and the
houses on either side were dam-
aged by the flames.
g HYDE PARK and MERIT snits
SKYWAY LUGGAGE
JARMAN & MASSAGIC shoes
McGREGOR Sportswear









Visit Our Store For Your
OUR FRONT DOOR. Rain or shine, cold weather or warm,









I ALSO THE HOME OF THE FULTON DISTRIBUTING COMPANY, distributors (to retailers only) of the following brands of beer:(Premium): Schlits, — Pabst, — Fehr's Liquid Gold; (Regular): Ster ling, — Stag, — C. V., — Country Club.
nialwarnmuraintammuinratainommaimirmiummenimapammximmumarammomeammiemnimmonommintanumnemonaniammonmallei
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into our store, with NEVER a parking worry.
to our door and return. Let us serve you.








At All Times Of Your Favorite Brands Of 
a
COLD WINES WHISKIES GINS RUMS I
IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC BRANDS
BIG SAVINGS ON CASE LOTS
CUPS MIXES SUPPLIES
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ALSO REAL HICKORY SMOKED COUNTRY HAMS





































































Don't let your Christmas tree be
a fire hazard!
When an evergreen dries out,
oils remain. The result is a highly
Inflammable object, no matter
how gretty it is decorated.
You can make the Christmas
tree fairly safe with little trouble,
according to J. B. Sharp. U-T Ex-
tension forester. HOP? Well, here
are some pointers:
Select a fresh green tree (if
needles are turning brown the
tree has already dried out and will
be a fire hazard). Before purchas-
ing a tree teat the flexibility of
the small branches and retention
of needles.
Saw off the butt end of the tree
at least 1 inch above the original
cut. Place the freshly cut trunk
In water and keep level of water
above the cut the entire time the
tree is indoors (check the water
level daily- for absorption and
evaporation).
Support the tree well. Keep it
away from sources of heat such as
fireplaces, radiators or television
sets.
Investigations conducted at the
U. S. Forest Products Laboratory
In Madison, Wisconsin. indicate
that the use of fire retarded
chemicals sometimes do more
harm than good. Since trees do
not absorb chemicals as quickly as
they absorb water they become
fire hazards much more readily.
Also, some of the chemical solu-
tions will cause needles to discolor
and wall off within two to Sive
days.
Other simple precautionary
measures involve using strings of
lights with the wiring in good
condition, and certainly don't for-
get to turn the lights off at bed-
time or when leaving the house.
HOME VISITOR"
DOWN TO GO OTR
UNBEA'l ds.• r sp.% • .tce Ult4111 J 1.1.11111X meta rt./moan Led
knocked off Mayfield, Martin, Union City and South Fulton twice for
above, front row, left to right. are Ward Bushart, Terry Beadles, John
Bennett. Kenneth Allen. Don Burnette, Duane McAlister and Tommy
Jerry Johnson, Harold Martin. John Shepherd, John Rice, Phillip Me
Curtis Hancock, Steve French, James Jones. Tom Bushart. Jimmy Da
gan, David Fry. Joe Copeland, Ronnie Houma, David Mann and Coach
The Fulton Jaycees will have an
orientation program at the club
room on Lake Street on Dec. 10.
On Dec. 19 they will have their
Christmas dinner and party. The
dinner will be held at a local
restaurant, with dancing follow-
ing at the club room.
The Jaycee members will build
their Christmas baskets on Dec.
20, and on Dec. 21 will have their
radio marathon over Radio Sta-
tion WFUL to raise funds for the
baskets to the needy.
The Christmas baskets will be
distributed by the members on
Christmas Eve.
--Woad the Claaalfted Ads
BARGAINS IN LADIES SHOES!
Factory returns and new sample shoes in famous
Naturalizers and Grace Walkers and other brands
at a fraction of regular price. Sizes 4B to 10AAA;
pror styles in heels; many extra-narrow widths.
Serve yourself; pay cashier!
$1.99 BUYS ANY PAIR
Forrester's Shoe Shop - 212 Rain Street




• Guaranteed as long
as you own it
TRICYCLES
• AUSTIN SPRINGS
Mrs. Carey Frields •
Rev. James Holt filled his reg-
ular appointment at New Salem
Baptist church the past Sunday at
11 a. m. and also the evening
service at the regular time.
Mrs. Ciful McClain Is visiting at
the home of her children in Pa-
ducah, Ky., Mr. and Mrs.. W. B.
Brown.
Mr. Cecil Davis continues to
Improve and is able to be out
some since his return home from
the Hillview Hospital two weeks
ago.
Mrs. Ed Frields is steadily im-
proving at her home near here.
Although confined to her bed, she
is able to move about a little.
Daughters. Mrs. Earl Mitchell of
Paducah and Mrs. Eric Cunning-
ham of Dresden are staying with
her until she improves further.
Mrs. Grover True has suffered
from a cold and sore throat.
Get well wishes are extended
to Mrs. Bruce Vincent near Pilot
Oak by many friends over this
area. She is now at home after be-
ing in Fuller-Morgan Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Frields and
daughter, Karen Gayle of South
Fulton visited with grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Frields Sunday
afternoon.
Over at the Sam Mathis home
last Friday, he did some butcher.
ing. A full years supply of meat
has been stored in the freezer and
some will be cured for future use.






The Supply is short - - - Hur-
ry before our stock is ex-
hausted! Due to the steel strike









LAKE STREET FULTON, KY.
13.F.Goodrich tires
m posted an Unbeaten 5-0 record this season. The ninth graders
the perfect record. Members of the Fulton ninth grade team pictured
nny Covington, Phillip Putman. Lynn Craven, Marshall Mann, John
Powell; Second row: Greg Williamson, Don Green, Vyron Mitchell,
rryman, John Hunter, Jerry Kell. Paul McClay. Third row: Manager
ughtery,,Terry. Willingham, Jimmy Yates, Lloyd Bone, Kenneth Mor-
Joe Caldwell. (Courtesy of Sun-Democrat)
CAYCE NEWS
Clarice Bondurant—
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Tucker, Sr..
spent Thanksgiving in St. Louis,
Mo.. visiting their daughter, Mr.
and Mrs. William R. Kelley and
children.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Pruett of St.
Louis, Mo.. spent the weekend
with Mr. and Mrs. James Meness
and Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Meness.
Mr. and Mrs. James McMurray
spent the weekend with friends
in Huntsville, Ala.
Mrs. Susie Bell Gardner, Mrs.
A. B. Overby and Mrs. Walter
Bequette were shopping in May-
field, Ky., last Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred McClanahan
and sons spent last weekend in
St. Louis visiting Mrs. William R.
Kelley and family and Mr. and
Mrs. Alben Harper.
We are glad to welcome as
neighbors to our town Mr. and
Mrs. Alvin Graham, who have
bought the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Lemuel Simpson.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Simpson and
Bill Gadberry were in Memphis
Monday. Mr. Simpson went back
to the Baptist Hospital for a
checkup and returned home.
Weekend guests of Rev. and
Mrs. Warren Pafford were Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmy Bugg and family
and Miss Sarah Pafford of Mem-
phis, Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Garland
and family of Jackson, Tenn.
Made by
KRAFT





Plenty of F-R-E-E Parking
Your Are Always Welcome
Your Business Appreciated
The Fulton News, Thursday, December 10, 1959
SUPPLIED SOLDIERS
Read the Classified Ads
NURSING SERVICE
Located at Wendover, near Hy-
den. Ky., the Frontier Nursing
Service has been providing free
service to a doctor-short moun-
tain area including parts of three
counties.







overall diag. picture meas.: 282 sq. In. rec-
tangular picture Sr... In grained! Walnut. Ma-
hooey or Mond Oek colors.
ONLY
4 HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKERS—for richest ton. • High
Fidelity Amplifier • Separate bass and treble controls
• WOMI vett Horizontal Chassis • Sunshine picture tub*
• C.Malene picture ease • Spetlite dial • Full power
liansforsmar.
ROPER TELEVISION




Located on the Mayfield Highway next to the
Ford Garage in FULTON, KENTUCKY
GINS, RUMS, LIQUORS, ICED WINES
and COLD BEER TO GO
K. P. DALTON, SR. K. P. DALTON, JR.
aimansartirainnuanstavarimmentimenisammarionnevismowanimassaionitrarmas 1107101.1111117A71701107/AWIM79711,11111SIMMINIMINAMASINSISISS
In 1958, the United States Department of Wild
20,177,605 fishing licenses and 14,764,124 hunting licenses wen
issued! Weigh the figures — the scale tips to almost one in every
five American citizens who spend an estimated $3 billion a year
with rod and gun. Being primarily cold weather activities, com-
fort is important; most, essential is a good breakfast Because
of the rush to get out into the early dawa, consider getting off
to a&t ea.sst rt with a meal which can be cooked in a jiffy.
tomato soup diluted will milk Is an excellent
bevaregescedi fee the Nhentar's braaktasr--fts creamy warmth
bee isalltbmi that will last Omases the morainic and
it teiree ode ailestes to beet. tai*e& matierg rid stirred into
baser provides a testy treat for toesterheied waffles; 1/2-inch
=1./ mas annum in butter and orange slims complete amei &Adam man. sore to kelp /es Iowa an tbe
amok teen or ___a 
New hit with millions!
eieeZ 0/i
for dozens of fast cheese treats
•
SPOON IT IMO not foods
HEAT IT for cheese sauce
SPREAD IT for snacks
A PASTEURIZED PROCESS CNEESE SPIITAD
New from the Kraft Kitchen!









BIG SURPRISE shows in the face
of this little refugee in West
Germany, as he opens the CARE
Food Crusade package that will
give him many nourishing meals.
It costs just $1 per package to
send a big CARE gift of U. S. farm
foods and other staples to refugee
families, orphans and other needy
people in 15 countries. Send your




The plant and offices of the
Fulton Packet Division of Ferry-
Morse Seed Co. here were closed
Wednesday in tribute to Dexter
M. Ferry, Jr., who died Sunday.
Dec. 8, after a brief illness.
650 Persons
Attend Conference
Some 650 members of the Beu-
lah Association's Training Unions
or strikingly relieved
In 63-80%* of cases in doctors' tests





"change of ltie" —
you may be mitring
unnecessarily!







63'7, and 80-, (respectively) of the
women tested! Complete or striking
relief!
Yes! Research has proved these
medicines thoroughly modern in
action . . has shown you where to
look for relief from those distressing,
nexvioes "out of sorts" feelings of
mtd-Ofe. "change"(
So ... get Lydia E. Pinkharn's Vege-
table Ociajtnnyl—or new, improved
added iron! (Wonder-
Able4105 , for the functional pains of
esinsensel pereoth.)
Ii ads Ilmosugli • room"
sgidellbelesperesseso ordsd
Is rellor• odes =4 Midis
swhil
A NEW MEN'S DORMITORY to be built at Slur.
ray State College. The $883,060 building hag beer
approved by the Federal Housing and Home Fi-
nance Agency, and bids for its construction will
son be asked by the College. To house 242 men,
the dormitory will be built in the Orchard Heights
area of the campus, north of Carlisle Cutchin Sta-
dium. It is scheduled for completion during the 19-
60-61 school year.
Lee Potter Smith and bAstrociates, Paducah archi-
tectural firm, designed the building.
John Deere New 4-H Awards Donor
The 4-H Recreatioa program is not now, but As donor of SOTO 12.000
incentive awards is. Nert year John Deere of Molin•, Illinois, takes oar the
role of national sponsor of awards in this popular activity. The •nnouncemerst
wet made by the National Committee on goys and Girls Club Work.
During a recent meeting at
the committee's headquarters in
Chicago, Bruce Lourie (left) vice
president of John Deere, and 4-H
recreation specialist Arden Si.
Peterson of Michigan State Uni-
versity, discussed the Program's
objectives as set forth in the
official leaflet that will soon be
in the hands of state and volun-
teer local club leaders.
"Every CH boy and girl can
pat ticipate in • recreation activ-
ity' Mr. Peterson said. "When
y,sing people learn to plan their
own fun and entertain them-
oelvos as this program encour-
ages them to do, they are improv-
ing their club, while they also
develop their own abilities."
met the First Baptist church in
Union City Monday night in an
annual conference to discuss
plans for the coming year.
Speaking before the representa-
tives of the 30 Baptist churches
in the association was Dr. F. M.
Dowell of Nashville, head of
evangelism for the Baptists in
Tennessee.
Jack Duvall, with the combined
First Baptist choir, was in charge
of the music.
The devotional was presented
by the Rev. Hulon Allen, pastor of
















The best part is that while
having fun, club members may
win a $400 college scholarship,
an all expense trip to the Na-
tional 4-H Club Congress in Chi-
cago, or a distinctive gold-tilled
medal of honor.
At the close of the club year.
memb,rs enrolled in the recre-
ation program submit their 4-H
records for consideration for one
or more of these awards. Win-
ners are named by the Coopera-
tive Extension Service which
conducts the program.
Boys and girls between the
age.: of 10 and 21 are eligible to
join a 4-H Club. Additional in-
formation can be obtained from
the state or county Extension
office.
AWARDED CONTRACT
The R. B. Tyler Co. of Louis-
ville was awarded Wdnesday the
contract for a road construction
project in Fulton County. amount-
ing to $7,164.00 The project is the
Mt. Herman. Ky. 188 extending
south to Ky. 125, one-half mile
north of the Tennessee line, a dist-
ance of one mile. A Bituminous
surface will be placed on the road.






Prices start as low is $470, up
You don't have to be a wizard to
know simple fact. Superior tone
and beauty at an amazingly low
price mean outstanding value!
Henry F. Miller, a premium com-
bination of all these, is an abso-
lute must for your borne!
JONES PIANOS
(Mrs. Guy Jones




New and Used Instruments
PLAIN TALK— .
Continued /rom Page One
ence alone, or even music. Nor is
It an indictment of emotionalism.
only against misbeguided emotion-
alism. When the emotions are
used advantageously to fulfill
basic human needs and refine his
sensibilities, man becomes not an
animal creature, but a soul. Who
can Zieny that Betthoven's.mighty
Symphony No. 9, the "Choral
Symphony," is highly emotional.
But here the the emotions are
lifted to the lofty peaks of joy
and an understanding of spiritual
qualities.
The trouble today is few peo-
ple wish to take time to think or
be bothered with detail informa-
tion. To listen to this long sym-
phony requires time and mental
energy to perceive what is being
meant. Beethoven did not write
the syphony for no reason at all
and it has not endured as long as
It has for no reason at all, To dis-
miss all serious music with a wave
of the hand and say "long-hair"
and "I don't like it" (without ever
having listened to it objectively
with the intention of forming an
honeA opinion) is the same as
dismissing the Constitution as "so
many words" or the "Mona Use"
as "so much paint and canvas." To
close the mind to all these various
avenues of expression and under-
standing is the same as refusing to
learn to talk or hear. After hav-
ing explored them, being unex-
plored by the individual before, an
individual is entitled to make
objective and reasonable con-
clusions.
If, for instance. the Ninth Syrn-
Page 8 The Fulton News, Thursday, Dec. 10, 1959
phony does not express what he
feels or it fails to express it to the
individual, be has the right to dis-
miss it" as so many notes." Con-
versely, after listening to rock and
roll when it fails to express any-
thing or communicate anything of
importance, it is also worthy of
being dismissed as "so many
notes." In serious music some in-
dividuals prefer a certain type of
music while others prefer some-
thir.g different. One may like Bar-
oque while the other may like
Classical. A third may prefer
Romantic. It is all a matter of in-
dividual taste arrived at by logical
reasoning or logical emotional
needs.
The more refined the reason and
objectivity, the more refined the
emotions. And the more refined
the emotions, the better the sense
of good taste. It all takes a posi-
tive nature to accomplish and a
little intelligenee to understand.
Tears shed upon parched earth
replenishes not the garden rose.
Read the Classified Ads
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Kraft Dinner is a
timesaver and a
menu-maker! Stock


















Come look, come see'
Frigidaire
Range
SO EASY TO 












ALL THESE FEATURES IN A RANGE THAT
SAVES YOU MONEY AND KITCHEN SPACE! YOU'LL FEEL LIKE A QUEEN.
• Wide-tube Surface Units contact pans • Even-Heat Oven makes you • surer cook.
perfectly for deep, uniform cooking heat.
• New Sculptured Sheer Look puts new
• New "Clustered" Infinite Heat Rotary beauty into your kitchen.
Controls are easiest of all to use.
Frigidaire ADVANCED Appliances...designed with YOU In mind! Preded of
GENERAL MOTORS
'TOUR FLOORS OF FINE FURNITURE























































































$ 1$ CMc, On 3.30 Oolf
10 Devotional 4.30 Hallmark
0 - 15 chrisuan Sc).











9 Oa Loretta Young
9 30 Stories-Cen.
10 00 News
10 15 Itt:lion Movie
13 00 Olen Off
MONDAY. Dec. 14
• 15 Man On too Susie
11 30 Classroom 4 30 late-RIlrY
1.01 T.ds $ 00 Pope,.
3:411 Dough H. MI 6 30 News
9 30 Play-Hunch 5:35 Weather
10:00 Price is Right 3:40 Sports
10'311 Conowntration I 41I NBC Nowa
II 00 Conger:111.11c., 5 00 Set. Persian
11.30 Could be You f 30 Richard Die.
12'00 News 7 00 Love-Marriasiso
13 IS Vast,- Awaits 7:30 Wells Fargo
13 30 Miss Brooks 0-00 Peter Dunn
1 10 Queen-Dar 6 30 Theatre
I 30 Thin Mali 9110 Steve Allen
341 Dr. Makes 1,, i Mir Story
1'30 flaw Roots 10:30 News. Weft.
3 00 High Street 10-45 Jack Pear
3 10 Split Person. 13 00 Men Off
TUESDAY, Dec. 15
• 16 Stan On 4 00 Susie
6 30 Classroom 4 30 Life-Riley
7:110 Today 5 00 pope',
900 Dough Re MI 530 N.-irs
9 30 Play-Hunch 5:35 Weathor
11300 Prim Is Right 550 Sports
10 30 Conovntration 0:411 NBC Nowa
1100 Truth-Can. 4 00 Hawkey.
11'30 Cttuld bo YOU S 30 loramto
13-00 News 7 39 ribber MeGse
12 15 Pastor Speaks 505 Award Thee
0230 Ulu Brooks 11 10 Lockup
1 00 Queen-Der 00 Troubleshootell
I 30 Thin Mao 9 tr-01.-
1!00 Dr. Malone 10 00 Blackhawk
6.30 flees Reale 10 30 News.
3 011 High Street 10- 41 Jack Paar
3.30 Spat Penton. 11'40 leign Off
WEDNESDAY, Dec. 16
6 It Sign On 4 00 Bugle
1 30 Classroom 4 30 Life-Rtlee
7 -40 Today 610 Powers
0.05 Doan Co bi 5:30 New
0•31 Those» lewd 5:36 Weather
18:111 Prise le Waft Mel Operts
10.30 oseeiewsuee 5:41 KW Non
11 00 Truth Con. S n Jun bowie
11:311 Own Is Ti. I 30 Wagon Train
11:06 Pses 7:34 Pries is MOS
15 II Pastor Sp.ek. OAS Perry Coate
13 30 Mhos Brenta 11:111 This-111e
1 00 Chem-Dar 3:30 Wichita Town
1:10 Thla Masi 111 -00 Roneyarconar0
1:00 Dr. Makes 10:30 hews
3730 Thom Boni 111:41 Jai* Parr,
3 -80 Kish Strati 13:88 Shas Off
340 Saila Person.





0:10 owe on 1 00 Potte1/11
1:30 Classroom 5.30 News
7:1119 Today II.34 Weather
1:11 Dough Re MI e.40 Spurts
• 30 PlAy-Hunett 5.41 NBC SIM
1000 Price-Risht 600 8Ir Lancelot
$030 Concentration 5'10 Plainsman
11 00 Trutts-con. 7 SO Bat Mr/stereo°
11.34 Could Be Yee 7 30 Staccato
II 00 News 111 00 lisch Father
13.05 Pastor Speak' 5 30 Tisun Rune
11 30 Mies Brooks 9 011 firourho
1400 Queen-Dar 0 30 Journey
1:30 Thin Man 10 150 Peoples Molise
1 00 Dr Melon, 10.30 Rowe
3 30 Tine. Roots 10 46 Jack Pear
3 00 High Street 11 00 „tourer., to tin.
3 30 Split Person. Jack Pear
4.00 Sortie , 13.00 Win Off
4 30 Life of Riley
FRIDAY, Dec. 11
• 16 Sign On
11 10 Claesroom
7:00 Today

































































iIF. . . you mad 4euee
1 eueby ewe flazatiag Oft
Irun 4ome, awe iseetwee
i aweed V" el""e?
I
You can render a Christian service to
yourself, your family and friends, by
hanging this beautiful colored master-
piece in your home.
One of these richly-colored prints
is available to you, now, as you make
your purchases at either of our stores
below. This offer is limited and has
been made possible by us in coopera-




FindUFM S WITH YOULIN TUNE THE NEWSeTWO SECTIONSR A 16 Pages
110W FALLOUT shelters would protect occu-
pas.. after nuclear attack is shown in this
drau ins of a modern American home. Fall-
ow-mostly tiny particles of matter charged
with ritdioacti•ilv-is carried downwind from •
wicker blast, and vettles on the roof and grounds.
From these fallout particles, radiation rays
(arra n -like figures) shoot out which can pene-
trate moift substances. Enough rays can cause
raL:i .";on sichness to people without their









040 Oei The (So
WOO 1 Love Lacs
10:30 Dec. Bride
























11 310 Plarbouse 90
10 00 Ihke Ram.
10 10 Laurrne• Welk
11 10 My. North
1 30 News-Weekher
FRIDAY, Dec. 11
7:5e areektallit J 30 *dye of Mast
5:60 News 4.00 Mathew
5:11 Kangaroo 4:30 Carneen own
533 Red hos.. . 416 Crusader Rah.
0 PI Oa The Go 6:80 AmmEM•
MAO I Love Lucy 5.10 Mutineer,
10 30 Dec. Bride 5:00 ecorebeeid
WM Love of Lin CM Weather
11:30 asap* • 111 Bihrelei
U:ta Ooldbas Light 6 10 Rawhide
12:00 Inn 7 30 Hotel De Tama
13:311 Waanar I 00 Davison
13:30 38.111 TOM I 30 se. Runt
Los samar-wsel• 800 Tuiliebt sone
1:110 Rana Ports 5.30 Per to hr.
2 oil iinaissair• 10 00 Rendezvous
1:311 Tweet !oars 10 30 Theatre
3:110 Brighter Day 1350 News-Wert.
3:11 Nana
SATURDAY. Dee. If
506 Cap. Kangaroo 2 00 B teatime
It SD Ikekle-Jeckle 3 30 Pootball
1144 Nasintr moor 6 DO Rescue I
10:05 1 Lore Lacy 6 30 Perry Mason
WA Purr
1109 Sky King
11 30 JUISIor Auer.
13 00 Sat News
12 30 Weather
12 35 News
12 45 Alr Port,
1 00 W Roundup
7 30 Wanted
8 00 Mr Lucky
70 Have Out
on Ounsmoke





Its J. M. M(Conni.u.
FULL COLOR . . . SIZE 14 1: 20
pric• $2.00
As an expression of our appreciation and good will, *re
will give one of these 14 x 20 prints, in color -
FREE, with purchase of $10 or more
Promoted Nation-Wide In The Interest Of Christian Unity
by the senses. But the materials of a fallout
slither are dense enough to absorb most radia-
tion and present it from reaching the occupants.
The Office of Civil and Defense Mobilization has
declared December 7 as National Civil Defease
Day to remind Americans that millions might
be sased after a nuclear attack by such rela-
tively simple precautions. A booklet on build-
ing fallout shelters is available through civil
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10 00 Lucy
10 35 Dee Bride


































TAM ItroakIsh 3:16 Merl* storm
5:00 News 3:30 ides 01 Mal
8:11 ILMISSIMI .. 4:85 Matinee
On Red Rowe 4:30 Cahoot
0 10 08Th. Oo , 4:51 Crusader Rib.
05:33! Love Lu.p lie MoOraw
10:30 Decem Bud. 5:35 T. with Father
11:00 Love of Lite 516 Inagaboard
11:3* Search 1:011 Winner
11:46 Guiding Light 5:11 CIS News
13:00 Noire 0.30 Shot 0. Slade
13111 Mows 7:1119 VICeens
131:10 Weather 130 Doha 011115
111:30 World Turas 8411 Tightrope
1 IS Seater-Worm 11:10 Red Skelton
1:30 1101041 Pare 114111 Garry Moore
1 00 Millionaire 10'09 0.13. Marshal
1 30 Verdict 15:35 Theatre





9 00 Red Rowe
9 30 On The-Go
10.00 I Love Lucy
10 30 Dec Bide




12 05 N. ws
15'20 Weather
13.30 World Turns
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• NEW HOPE NEWS
By Mrs. Elmer Walston
mremommasonamonmemrw
Mrs. Wayne Vaughn of South
Bend, Ind., spent Thanksgiving
week with her father, Walter
Kimbro and with her brother,
William Kimbro, and their fami-
lies.
Mrs. Wayne Vaughn was a Sun-
day dinner guest in the home of
her aunt, Mrs. Porter Lewis and
Mr. Lewis. Other relatives pres-
ent were Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Kimbro, Mr. and Mrs. William
Kimbro and daughter. Sandra.
Miss Maude Stevens has moved
to the Nursing Home in Clinton.
Mrs. Ina Everett and son, J. A.,
were Monday night supper guests
In the home of Mr. Earl Williams.
Others present were Mrs. Hattie
Nall and Miss Maude Stevens.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hudson left
for Los Angeles, Calif. Wednesday
where they will spend the winter
months with his sister. Mrs. Jack
1 Fleming and Mr. Fleming. Mr.
li
and Mrs. Robert Cooley accom-
parliPtt-theint.,
Mr. and Mrs. er Walston
A enjoyed a Fish sup Friday
1 night at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Lewis Davis.
We are glad .to hear that Dr.
Glenn Bushart is improving at the
Baptist Hospital in Memphis. We
hope he will soon be able to come
back home.
Saturday night dinner guests in
the Walston home were Mr. and
Mrs. William Pittman; Mr. and
Mrs. Denton Pittman and daugh-
ters. Sue Ann and Deneese; Mr.
and Mrs. Clots Latta and Mr. Earl
Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Walston
visited Mr. and Mrs. Porter Lewis
Sunday night.
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J. M. Martin, principal at Ful-
ton High School, today announced
the honor roll for the second six-
weeks. The requirement for the
honor roll is for the student to
be making all A's and B's.
The honor roll follows:
SENIORS: Boys - Merrell
Davis, Roland Carter, Tommy
Allen, Everett Allen, Wayne An-
derson, James Reed, Kenneth
Leggett, Gary Williamson.
Girls-Patsy Brown, Jean Bur-
nette, Judy Burton, Nancy Bus-
hart, Janice Davis, Martha Herr-
ing, Suzanne Johnson, Saundra
Latham, Carol McNeilly, Linda
Roddie, Maridel Wells, Judy Wol-
berton.
JUNIORS: Boys-Bill Burnette,
Mickey Calliham, Thomas Carney,
Bobby Hancock, Carl Hurst,
Charles Rice, Mike Walker, Hal
Warren,
Girls-Mary Ann Barber, E-
laine Beggs, Barbara Bone, Tens
Bone, Lynn Bushart Dortha Duke,
Chan Covington, Brenda McKeel,
-Judy Moore, Susan Stokes, Karen
Dublin, Ophelia Speight, Sandra
Williams.
SOPHOMORES: Boys - Danny
Carver, David Cunningham, Bill
Leneave, Warren Nanney, Ron-
nie Winston, Jimmie Wright:
Girls - Clete Beggs, Wanda
Cash, Kay Morris, Joyce Owens,
Scarlet Turner, JuLa Wood, Lin-
da Whitnel.
FRESHMAN: Boys-Don Bur-
nette, Bill Hancock, Tom Har-
wood, John Hunter, Stanley Jef-
feress, Tom Powell, Phillip Put-
nam, Douglass McAlister, Barry
Roper, Lynn Williamson.
Girls-Mary Idella Bondurant,
Martha DeMyer, Sheri Elliott,
Beverly Haman, Josephine Han-
cock, Pamela Homra, Phyllis
Pigue.
STUDENTS MAKING ALL As
-Jean Burnette, Senior; Martha
Herring, Senior; Thomas Carney,
Junior; Mike Walker, Junior;
Karen Dublin, Junior; Dortha
Duke, Junior; Ophelia Speight,
Junior; Sandra Williams, Junior;
David Cunningham, Sophomore;
Warren Nanney, Sophomore;
Wanda Cash, Sophomore; Kay
Morris, Sophomore; Stanley Jef-
feress, Freshman; Lynn Wililiam-
son, Freshman; Martha DeMyer,
Freshman; Beverly Haman,
Freshman; Josephine Ha ncoc k,
Freshman.
RIVERS MEET
The Ohio and Mississippi Rivers
meet at Wickliffe, Ky.
Read the Classified Ads
FAST RELIEF with Mt
NEPHRON INHALANT!
When each minute seems
like an eternity, maims of
Bronchial asthma relieved
quickly (usually within I
minute) with NEPHRON
INHALANT. Most chronic
PUSS respond. Regardless of
what you have tried, you
owe It to yourself to try
KEPHRON. See us for full
particulars.
CITY DRUG COMPANY




(Lanvin world famous fragrances in an
attractive Lanvin gift box-suitahle for
birthdays, weddings, anniversaries, week-
end hostess remembrances-certainly











to your Christmas giving with
VAN HEUSENg
fashion extras
Why give a man just any shirt when your
gift can be so much more impressive. Every
Van Heusen has that something extra a
man notices. It may be the choice of it new
cuff style, a new pattern, fabric or color
that departs from the usual. Whatever your
choice, you can be sure that something









Lake Street Fulton. Ky.




A band of 40 Indians has "set
up camp" on the University of
Tennessee campus in Knoxville.
Actually, the redskins, resemb-
ling the tribesmen who roamed
the campus site hundreds of years
ago, are museum pieces. They are
lurking about the University's




Fells trees up to 3 feet In di-
ameter. Cut!, 18° trees In 18
seconds. Only 18f pounds.
Famous Hornelite quality.
Neva a FIEEDIMONSTISA11041
"OS Faddy Ors Ms sat shin
Barnette Tractor Co.
247 E. 4th Phone 1119
logy laboratories, awaiting com-
pletion of the new Frank H. Mc-
Clung Museum. where they will
find a permanent home.
Prof. T. M. N. Lewis and Prof.
Madeline Kneberg of the U-T an-
thropology department are busy
adding lifelike features to the
plaster of Paris Indian figures
recently given the University's
projected museum by the Bern-
heim Foundation at Louisville,
Ky.
Twenty-five of the Indians will
get "war paint" and ceremonial
feathers and robes fqi roles in a
giant diorama which will be a
permanent feature of the new
museum's exhibition hall. This
diorama, to be 54 feet long, will
represent some 36 hours of an an-
cient eight-day Indian ceremony,
with Indian chiefs, braves. squaws
and children taking part in the
festivities. An intricate lighting
system will denote the passage of
time from dawn to early evening.
"Smaller dioramas including
more Indian figures will be added
to help give the museum a like-
like quality in the presentation of
Tennessee's prehistory," said Miss
Kneberg.
The plain white plaster figures
were brought to the U-T campus,
wrapped like mummies in burlap
and old newspapers, from their
storage place in Bernheim Forest
near Louisville. Miss Kneberg has
STAMM Drive-la
Fulton - Union City highway
SAT.-SUN. - DECEMBER 12-13
(Starts at 7: and 8:55)
BROKEN LANCE
Spencer Tracy, Richard Widmark





Adm. 15c — 50c
Starts Friday, Then Sat. & Sun.
This is your story as Paddy Chauefsky listened to
it with sympathy and set it down with boldness - -
Here are your lyric nights, your morning fears,
your moments of pain. Here are your parents shock,
your friends warnings, your own agony and ecstasy
- - - Here is the motion picture that says it all - - -
With all the "Stops" out.
For every girl who was ever
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Choose from more than 250 pieces
of Ethan Allen Early American
Furniture by Baumritter, to answer
FURNITURE all your storage and decorative
FOR FAMILY needs. Open stock for bedroom, liv-
ing room, dining room and family
LIVING room necds. Waiting for you now!
Union City, Tennessee
MODEL FALLOUT Adler et eenerede Muhl
shows now et the ep*ubst. inewas• sad Wise
facilities list would be needed to remain wader
cover tor up is 14 days. This is a basement type
shelter adaplabb So either rural se seherhas
Girl Scout Drive Is
Ended; $962 Received
A check for $962.98 has been
turned over to the Bear Creek
Council of the Girl Scouts
by the Fulton Rotary Club.
representing funds collected in
the annual drive just ended.
For the past three years the
Fulton Rotary Club has sponsored
the fund drive in Fulton, ably as-
sisted by a number of interested
ladies who have done house-to-
house canvassing while the Ro-
tarians called on business firms
and offices.
The 1959 total represents an
Increase of over $220 in compari-
son with the 1958 total of 740.47
raised here. President Al T.
Owens, in thanking Rotarians for
their support. also extended the
thanks of the Club to the many
ladies who gave of their time in
canvassing the various neighbor-
already "made up" one of the
figures, a 10-year-old Indian boy.
SY applying lifelike paint, hair,
and eye-lashes.
"If funds become available, we
will use these figures as models to
make plastic figures," Mr. Lewis
said. pointing out that plastic is
more durable than plaster of
Paris.
The figures were created more
than 20 years ago by a master
craftsman, Dr. J. D. Figgins, one
of the foremost dioramists in the
country. Mr. Lewis said. The late
Isaac Bernheim. Kentucky phil-
anthropist with an interest in na-
tural science. employed Dr. Fig-
gins in the late 1930's to cast the
figures for a museum Mr. Bern-
helm planned to build. When the
museum plans failed to materi-
alize, the finished figures were
stored near Louisville.
Dr. Figgins, who was loaned
by the Denver Museum to the
Bernheim Foundation, cast the
figures from molds of living In-
dians. Mr. Lewis pointed out that
the cost of casting these Indian
figures back in the 1930's aver-
aged around $1.000 each.
"No disposition of the casts was
made in the Bernheim will, so we
inquired about getting them for
our new museum," Mr. Lewis ex-
plained: "We got them for the
cost of transporting them to the
campus here."
The architect for the McClung
Museum has been selected, and
bids for its construction will be
solicited in the near future. The
museum is being financed by a
$650,000 gift from the wills of
the late Judge and Mrs. John M.
Green of Knoxville.
'Mr. Lewis was recently ap-
pointed director of the new
museum.
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those who
buted funds. Any amount,
ever small, was appreciated.
The final tally:
21 teams in West Fulton .. $121.45
2 teams in Riceville .... 8.00
12 teams in East Fulton .. 74.20
10 teams, South Fulton .. 41.61
2 teams in Highlands 13.05
15 Rotary teams (including
Ferry-Morse  64402









If there's any truth in the Scot-
tish proverb that elbow grease is
the best polish, a sizable portion
of journalism students at the Uni-
versity of Kentucky will be ready
to shine by graduation day.
Under a self-help plan being
developed by the School of Journ-
alism, the students are paying a
substantial portion of their col-
lege expenses from their own
earnings, chiefly in jobs connected
We have complete stocks
Dayton V-Belts




contri- with their field of study.
how- Eighteen of them hold paying
positions with the Kentucky Ker-
nel, student newspaper which last
year went from weekly to four-
times-a-week publication. Key
staff members are paid up to
2600 per year from newspaper
revenues.
Read the Classified Ads
PCA Directors
Are Named
There were 80 present at the
Jackson Purchase PCA annual
meeting at Cayce on Friday night.
Nov. 20. It was a door-prize meet-
ing.
Travis Nipp, chairman, presided
over the meeting. Richard Bellew
gave the nominating committee's
report and two directors were
elected. They were Joe L. Payne
of Route 3, Mayfield for Graves
County and H. D. Hilliard of Clin-
ton Route 3, for Hickman County.
The door prizes were won by
Forrest McMurray, a toaster. W.
L. Fowler, tarpoulin, Mrs. Jimmy
Shaw, garden hose, Charles Rob-
erts, trouble light, Charles Ed-
dington, electric mixer, Hugh Gar-
ngan, electric drill, A. A. Milberg,
adjustable wrench, Thomas Hemp,
Leon Jones and Mrs. C. G. Mc-
Murray. each, one flash light.
Refreshments were served after
the meeting. This was the final
meeting of several meetings in the
area.
Dewey Johnsonl





Fulton, Ky. Phone 408
GORHAM . TOWLE - WALLACE
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- - For The Men And Boys On Your
Shopping List! Top Quality — Low Prices!
:
• • For • .
S
Get two Suits or
uit and Topcoat
or Suit and Sport




USE OUR CHRISTMAS LAYAWAY
FACTORY OUTLET STORE
South 6th Street
FOR MEN AND BOYS
Mayfield CH 7-3505
1




4 Years Old: 90 proof
,Fifth 
Pint  $2.50
% Pint  $1.30
"ELEGANT IN TASTE - UNCOMMONLY GOOD"
"Knowledgeable people
buy Imperial." 30%
straight Whiskies, 8 years




% Pint  $1.25
WALKER'S DELUXE
Not four, not five, not
seven, but 8 YEARS OLD.
Straight Bourbon Whis-
key; 8 Years. 88.8 Proof
CANADIAN CLUB
Its the "Best in the
House" in 87 Lands! Six
years old, 90.4 Proof
Fifth  $5.40 Fifth  $6.25
Pint  $3.40 Pint  $3.95
% Pint  $1.70 % Pint  $2.00











































Fulton High School News
By Janice Davis
(Lass Week)
At a special assembly last
week, twenty-five boys received
letters for football. They were:
seniors, Merril Davis, Tommy
Allen, Philip Andrews, Tommy
Fields, Jerry House, Roy Morrow,
Duncan Bushart, Gary William-
son, and Roland Carter, manager,
The junior letter winners were:
Bill Burnette, Jimmy Cheatam,
Joe Bennette, Mike Walker, Carl
Hurst, J i m Bushart, Jimmy
Green, Tom Bowden, Berry Bond-
urant, Hal Warren, Lynn Newton,
Mike Callaham, arid Charlie Rice.
Ronnie Winston, Tommy Po-
well, sophomores, and Ladd
Stokes. a junior and also nian-
ager, received their letters.
The senior boys all received
tiny gold footballs, which they
have been wearing on chains a-
round their necks. All these boys
did a great job this year, having
lost only one game and tied one.
Conservation and 4-H clubs met





Largest selection in Western
Kentucky!
•








yesterday for their monthly meet-
ing. Being a member of these or
any other clubs or organizations
adds to a persons character and
tends to make a better all-around
student.
Tuesday of this week all forest
conservatioin themes were turn-
ed in much to the relief of all
the students, and probably to the
helpless protests of Mrs. Cather-
ine Bennett who has the task of
correcting and evaluating them.
Some lucky and hardworking
student may have his or her paper
entered in the county, then re-
gional, then possibly state finals,
if his theme is good enough.
Wednesday, December 9, is the
day of the biggest show Iii Fulton
High . . . the F. H. A. Variety
Show. The program will be at
9:00 a.m. in the study hall; ad-
mission will be one thin dime and
anyone wishing to attend, may do
so . . . .a invitation is extended
to everyone.
A few of the students partici-
pating in the program will be
Patsy Brown, Nancy Bushart,
Joyce Owens, Freida Yates, our
majorettes and our cheerleaders,
and yours truly. Some of the girls
who have been working very
hard to make this a success are
Judy Wolberton, Meriden Wells,
Linda Sandling, Scarlett Turner,
and Mrs. DeMyer. the club spon-
sor. (In case anyone is wonder-
ing, there will be boys in the
program, but they are being kept
as a surprise')
Twelve girls took the Nation
Betty Crocker test last Tuesday
In possible hopes of winning a
scholarship. A scholarship may
be won on the state level, and
for some lucky girl, on the nat-
ional level. The girl who ranks
highest in our school will receive
Yes. it's Austrian "beer cheese." An uncommon blend of com-
mon cheeses gives you this delightful party snack or appetizer.
Bierluase is a tangy mixture of chedckr and roquefort cheeses,
spice, and beer —perfect with crackers or pumpernickel.
Of course, the old chefs who created this and many other Old-
World dishes like Leber )(logic and Bierkarpfen knew that the
light, bright taste of good beer would accompany their dishes
to the table. To enjoy each to the utmost, be sure to include its
natural partner —• sparkling glass of your favorite brand of
beer.
f, KENTUCKY DIVISION U.S. BREWERS FOUNDATION
1 521 lieyburn Building. Louisville 2, Kentucky
Just think how YOU yourself
enjoy lovely gifts for your
home. Just imagine the joy that
such gifts will bring through-
out the year, to those favored
names, of relatives and friends
who love their homes. Your
choice here is wide, for every
taste. Gifts that look much
more than their modest
pricings.















As the holiday season approaches, many people think longingly of "plain
old-fashioned" corn meal stuffing for the turkey. For the die-harda who
want no part r the fancy variety, this stuffing may well be the answer.
The day before, make corn bread the very easiest way by using only
three ingredients:
eops sole-risisie sere weal Vs sop limited sliortenele
154 sops milk
After placing self-rising corn meal in bowl, stir in milk, then mix in melted
shortening. Rake in greased pan for 20 minutes in 425°F. oven.
Now for the duffing itself, you'll need
4 sops own bread seem Saps tis twee
3 taidesimas slopped Salm 14 so Inerool bettor Sr
% teaspoon pepper werearim
14 removes peelery seaseakse Net woo er terse to seism%
Combine bread, onion, and seasonings. Add butter and liquid. Toss gently
to mix. Allow 1 cup stuffing for each pound poultry or game. Stuff turkey
IMMEDIATELY before placing in oven and fill the cavity LIGHTLY,
allowing specie for expansion during baking. (Over peeking makes the
staffing compact and may cause the turkey to bunt) Cook turkey for
about 18 to 20 minutes per pound at 300 to 3257. After removing from
oven, let it 'tend 20 minutes before carving.
a certificate of honor and a lovely
pin made by Tiffany of New
York.
The senior girls who took the
test were: Judy Harrison, Judy
Wolberton, Saundra Latham, Mer-
iden Wells, Linda Sandling, Lin-
da Roddie, Judy Burton, Kay
French, Gladys Worley, Patsy
Stallins, and Mettle and Louella
Wolbern.
If any of these girlls rank high
enough on their tests, they will
be able to enter the regional test.
The Bulldogs first basketball
game was played last Tuesday
evening at Wingo. Saturday is our
first home game when we will
play Paducah. Tilghman here. The I
first game is at 7:00 and we want
lots of team support The three
returning basketball lettermen
are Bill Burnette, Merrell .Davis,
and Roy Morrow.
During a few interesting class
discussions lately, several unusual
and reflective happenings have
been brought to light. In the last
couple of years there have been
offical hangings in this country;
a man withstood three electrical
shocks during an electrocution;
another man survived seven hang-
ings; and an American boy whose
requests to our government for
soil samples for his scientific re-
search were ignored by our
government, was sent samples
promptly from Russia on re-
quest!
GIFT CERTIFICATES? SURE!
We recommend them especially for those hard-to-shop-for
Homemakers!
OLIVE and COOK
FINE FURNITURE — IN MAYFIELD




In urging homemakers to help
promote better sanitation prac-
tices in the. city, Health Officer,
Lao R.. Evans, M. D. today asked
residents to check their home's
garbage storage facilities and eli-
minate insanitary containers that
attract rats and flies.
"Proper wrapping and storage
of garbage in approved galvanized
steel containers between regular
collection periods is an important
health safeguard," he added.
Even homes which have sing
disposers and incinerators need
one or more galvanized steel gar-
bage cans, with close-fitting
covers and convenient side
handles, according to the health
officer.
Food wrappings, bottles and
cans are just a few of the things
which cannot be disposed of auto-
matically.
One metal garbage can is sel-
dom adequate for a family, Mr.
Harry Barry said, and he emphas-
ized that overloaded garbage cans
attract flies and rats.
The durable zinc finish on a
metal garbage can will not scratch.
while food particles can accumu-
late in crevices of substitute con-
tainers. Imbedded particles also
start unpleasant odors, and they
cannot be washed out of make-
shift containers. Zinc-coated steel
cans. however, have a smooth In-
terior and can be rinsed out easi-
ly.
Galvanized steel garbage cans
also are heavy enough to with-
stand high winds and severe wea-
ther. Lighter and less durable
containers often are blown away




The approaching marriage of
Miss Vida Marie Guill, daughter
ofof Mrs. Nell Gull and the late
Rev. B. L. Guill, to Philip Wray
McClure, son of Mr. and Mrs. B.
C. McClure, is being announced
today by her mother.
Miss Guill is a Fulton High
graduate and is presently employ-
ed by the Pure Milk Company.
Mr. McClure is a Fulgham High
graduate and is now attending
Lambuth College in Jackson, Ten-
nessee where he is studing for
ministry.
The marriage will be solemnized
at Jackson Chapel Methodist
Church on December 27, 1959 at
3:00 p. m. No formal invitations
are being sent. All friends and
relatives of the couple are invited.
South Fulton's fast-firing Red
Devils continued their victory
trail with a 52-42 win over the
Obion Indians here Friday night.
The Red Devils jumped out in
front early in the game and never
relinquished their lead, although
several times in the final period,
the Indians got to within four
points of a tie. It was a fast game




IT'S A GIRL !
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Hibbs, Water
Valley, Route 2, are the proud
parents of a seven pound, one
ounce daughter born at 12:30 p.
m., November 18. 1959 at the Fel-
ton Hospital.
IT'S A BOY!
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Suiter of
Fulton are proud parents of a six
pound, seven ounce son born at
8:11 a. m., November 17, 1959 at
the Fulton Hospital.
IT'S A BOY!
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis R. Mc-
Alister, 412 McCall are the proud
parents of an seven pound, three
ounce son, Gary Russell, born at
9:10 p. m., November 12, 1959 at
tht Obion County Hospital.
IT'S A GIRL !
Mr. and Mrs. James Cruce. Ful-
ton, Route 3, are the proud par-
ents of a seven pound, 14 ounce
daughter, Kim Marie, born at 10:-
56 p. m., November 11, 1959 at
the Fulton Hospital.
IT'S A GIRL !
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Covey,
Union City, Route 3, are the proud
partnts of a six pound, four ounce
daughter. Kathy Lynn, born at
7:30 p. m. November 12, 1959 at
the Fulton Hospital.
IT'S A GIRL !
Mr. and Mrs. David Lynn Car-
ter, Wingo, Route 1, are the
proud parents of a six pound. 13
The Fulton News, Thursday, December 10, 1959
ounce daughter. Jenifer Lynn,
born at 11:30 a. in., November 28,
1959 at the Fulton Hospital.
ITS A BOY!
Mr. and Mrs. John Earl Mc-
Clanahan, Fulton, are the proud
parents of an eight pound, 10
ounce son, John Steven. born at
7 a. m., November 25, 1959 at the
Jones Hospital.
Mrs. McClanahan is the former
Norma June King.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Pewitt,
Fulton, are the proud parents of
an eight pound, three ounce dau-
ghter, Donne Jean, born at 8:15
p. m., November 12, 1959 at the
Hillview HospitaL
IT'S A GIRL !
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Brown of
Dukedom are the proud parents of
an six pound, eight ounce daugh-
ter, Vickie Carol, born at 2:36 a.
m. November 14, 1959 at the Ful-
ton Hospital.
IT'S A BOY!
Mr. and Mrs. Hershel -Cobb of
Hickman, are the proud parents
of an eight pound, 10 ounce son,
Wendell Clark, born at 3:09 p. m.,
November 24, 1959 at the Fulton
HospitaL
Fr8 A BOY!
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sadler,
Crutchfield, are the proud par-
ents of a seven pound, 11 ounce
son, born at 11:45 v. m., Novem
ber 27, 1959 at the Hillview
pital.
ITS A GIRL !
Mr. and Mrs. William Eugene
SiMson of Clinton are the proiii.
parents of a daughter, Kalil.)
Ann, born at 10:15 a. m. Novem-
ber 27, 1959 at the Fulton Hospi-
tal.
IT'S A BOY!
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Cashon, Ful-
ton, are the proud parents of a
seven pound, 12 ounce son, Billy
Joe, born at 12:15 a. m. December
1, 1959 at the Jones Hospital,








KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY
6 years old • 90 proof
Also available: Old Heaven HiN
Bottled in Bond, 4 years old, 100 proof
6,"—ED s' HEAVEN HILL DISTILLERIES, INC., BARDSTOWN, NE1Sl_lr lOute,
Osedbes Se Os dogleg in the treerwey! Lean
it to Ford to sweep that annoying windshield pillar
forward, out of your way No mom bumped knees
Or snagged hose
co. or see oe asa visee ss% goer stertemsdielm.
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Nothing fits you like a Ford!
From any point of nets—from (wry point of salve— The Finest
Farris ofa Lifetime. No other cars for '60 are so completely,
wonderfully new! More news! There'll be three completely
new kinds of Ford cars—a Ford to fit every family—all
under our roof. Come in and make your choice!
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STEP INTO A SIC. WIDE WONDERFUL WORLD Of COMFORT AT YOUR ONLY COMPUTE AUTOMOBILE DEALErS IF.B.A.F.
VARDEN GOULDER MOTOR COMPANY
LAKE STREET, EXTENDED FULTON, KY. PHONE 42
If You're Interested in an A-1 Used Car—Be Sure to Sas Your Ford Daalsr
Fulton High School News
By Janice Davis
Our biggest student participa-
tion event other than sports came
off yesterday. With practically the
whole student body and a few
visitors in attendance, the show
proved to be quite a success.
The program was as follows:
FULTON
Many Believed In His Name

















Also - News - Alley To Bali & The Irish In Me!!
and James Reed, our illistrious
pianist, played Ebb Tide.
Cathy Campbell did a tap and
sang "Winterwonder Land", Judy
again accompaning; Patsy Brown
sang the lovely Irish song. "A Lit-
tle Bit of Heaven". Judy accom.;
Janice Davis performed a modern
jazz to "Bangtail"; Tommy Carney
did a cut-up on the Constitution;
Elaine Beggs, Ophelia Speight,
Sandra Williamson. and Martha
DeMyer twirled to "Sleighbells";
and Nancy Bushart read a Beat-
nic's version of "the Night Before
Christmas."
At intervals throughout the
program. Kenneth Leggett an
Mike Walker gave three satirical
commericals; Judy Burton and
Carol McNeilly also had words
from the cosmetic sponsor. Tom-
my Fields was the Master of
Ceremonies.
The Nurses Club met yesterday
with their sponser Mrs. Blanken-
ship and the county health nurse,
Mrs. Braswill. A guest speaker
talked about a career in nursing.
The seniors thank you cards and
name cards have arrived in time
for Christmas use. Too bad we
can't have our pictures also (this
is the opinion of many seniors.)
The FHS Bulldogs have had a
slow start in their basketball sea-
son, but they are improving. It
may be because they are slightly
confused. In the Fulton-Wing°
game, one bewildered player had
to look at his shirt to see if he
was the number just called!
The Junior High team had 'u
happy victory last Monday, beat-
ing Fulgham 51-40. Coach Joe
Cowell has high hopes for several
members of the team.
The basketball roster seems to
be quite full for the Bulldogs;
they met Fulton County here
Tuesday, tomorrow they face
South Fulton there, and next
Tuesday they travel to Benton.
There are only fifteen days un-
til Christmas - - and there are
only EIGHT days until Christ-
mas vacation.
Read the Clamdried *Ads
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"For Him"
• Sport Shirts • Shoes
• Slacks * Dress Shirts
• Jackets • Sweaters
• Hats * Sport Coats
• Pajamas • Soxes • Belts
• Handkerchiefs • Gloves
• House Slippers
11071111 M111710MMIIMOMMINUMMIUMAMIUMSMINIOM
448 - 50 - 52
Lake Street
Fulton, Ky.
Nancy Bushart, Judy Moore, Chan
Covington, Wanda Cash, and Carol
Shrader did a dance (!) to the
"Battle of New Orleans"; Kay
Morris, Joyce Owens, and Susan
Stokes sang "Silver Bells", they





















• House Slippers I
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Perri Como tells Alan Ko-
walski, National Muscular Dys-
trophy Poster Child, he will
help in the 1959 MARCH FOR
MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY.
The annual appeal by Muscu-
lar Dystrophy Associations of
Imerica, Inc., finances research
into the crippling disease.
Junior Veteran
Alan Kowalski, National PO.
cc Child of Muscular Dystrophy
Amociations of America, the., is
made an honorary member of
Amvets by Dr. David Burstine,
National Commander. Amvets




Paul Boyd was elected presi-
dent of the Fulton County Club
at the annual stock-holders meet-
ing Monday night at the club-
house. Arch Huddleston ,was
named first vice president; C. D.
(Spud) Edwards, secretary and J.
D. Hales, treasurer.
The slate of officers was ac-
cepted by acclamation by the
group. Warren Anderson read the
report of the nominating com-
mittee.
Named to the Board of Direc-
tors were. Charles Thomas, W. C




—Easy so Firs. Par-







A suit was filed by the Com-
monwealth of Kentucky against
C. A. Turner, member of the
Fulton County Board of Educat-
ion on Saturday, Dec. 5.
The suit brought by Attorney
General Jo M. Ferguson for the
Commonwealth of Kentucky, -asks
that the office on the Board of
Education held by Turner be de-
clared vacant as of Oct. 3, 1959.
The defendant moved from Ful-
ton the school district and from
Fulton County, Ky., to the State
of Tennessee and since October
has been and is now a resident of
Tennessee an dis no longer eligi-
ble to hold his elected office.
er, Dr. R. W. Bushart, Jimmy
Weeks, Rodney Miller and Dr.
R. V. Putnam. Also serving on the
board are the officers, Mrs. W.
M. Blankenship, the Ladies Day
chairman, who is automatically
the second vice president, and the
retiring president. Bob White.
The budget for 1960 prepared
by Frank Beadles and Paul Boyd.
was read.
Bob White, president, presided
over the business session, and C.
D. Edwards read the minutes of
the last meeting and also gave the
financial report.
A punch in the eye is only a
punch in the eye, but a word well
directed may be a knockout, and
can be delivered sitting down.
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Bargain's At WADE'S Used
SPEED QUEEN WASHER, like new
Gas Ranges, from $4750
Good Admiral Refrigerator $64.95
Living Room Suites. from $12.50
Breakfast Table and Chairs, from $12.50
Odd Tables. from $ 5.50
High Back Rockers $10.95
Sewing Chairs $ 3.95
Ironing Board, like new $ 4.00
Nice Baby Bed _ $17.50
Odd Bedsteads, from $ 7.50
Coffee Tables & End Tables $ 4.50
Good Perfection Oil Heater $24.95
Hot Blast Coal Stoves Priced Right
9 x 12 Rugs, from 5.95 -
Remnants of Rucrs  % PRICE
5.00Used Motors
—At—
Wade's Used Furniture Store
'Trade with Wade and Save"






Walla WLLL 111_011/1EID 80111111Efit
Luxurious Two-Piece Living Room Suites
Styled for beauty, comfort wear! Finely-constructed sofa and
club chair with wide arms, button-tufted backs. See our selec-






for the living room, for the
den for the bedroom and for
the boudoir New Styling.
new Shades, many colors.
Designed in the contemporary manner! Double bed, roomy chest and
double dresser crafted of quality walnut veneers. Complete with mirror!
Big Choice! Big Savings!
Smart Occasional Tables
Lamp tables, end tables. step tablet. cocktail





Choicely-made of mahogany veneers
with brass pulls. Chair has upholstered
seat.
EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY




















































































ALL KINDS OF KEYS made
while you wait. Forrester's
Shoe Shop, 204 Main.
FOR ALL types of chair caning,
see Claude Beard, 114 Miles
Avenue in, Union City. Phone
TU 52480.
WHEN REMEMBERING him, se-
lect your gift from a store
specializing in male attire.
Purchase sensibly and satisfac-
torily from The Edwards Store,
Mayfield, Ky.
FOR RENT: Sleeping rooins, new-
ly decorated. Singles $5. per
week. See Mrs. Leland Jewell,
315 Carr Street; phone 177.
NOW is the time to get your
Typewriter and Adding Mac-
hine Overhauled. See Cleo
Peeples, Service Manager of
The Harvey Caldveall Com-
pany, DRIVE-IN Office Out-
fitters, Phone 674.






















Authorized Motorola and RCA
Service; we repair all makes.
M & W Appliances
(Garland Merryman, Cecil Wade)









WHITE OAK TIMBER WANTED
-We buy white oak standing
timber, custom logs, custom
stave and heading bolts. Con-
tact us for prices and specifica-
tions. L. C. Engle, Buyer Tel.
5-2765 Martin. Tenn. C. A.
Lewis. Buyer Tel. Chapel 7-
1812 Mayfield, Ky.
FOR THE Bk.:S1 weal em Office
Furnitere buy Shaw-Walker.
See James U Butts at The
Harvey Caldwell Co.,
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
Phone 674. We trade for .your
old equipment
FOR RINI: Floor sanding ma.
chino and electric floor polish-
er and electric vacuum clean-
ers. Exchange Furniture Co.
Phone EA, Church Street
BICYCLES, wagons, tricycles,
kiddie cars, little tractors, scoot-
ers. in fact ALL kinds of wheel
toys for Christmas can be found
at Scates Goodrich Store, Ill









MECHANICS needed: good salary.
Apply in person to Taylor Chev-
rolet-Buick, Fourth Street, Ful-
ton, Ky.
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
and automatic models, $139.95
and up. Sales and service





Phone TU 59404 Union City
(Complete stock)
Good selection of records








vehicles. etc. - -
Atkins, Holman
and Taylor
208 Main St. Phone 5
[You'll Find Christmas Gifts For All At
Your Ben Franklin Store In Fulion
For Best
Selection
  Shop Early!
Clothing  YES!
Moderately-priced, good-quality ac-
cessories for Dad, for Mom and for
children ...stretch your gift dol-
lars because you can buy MORE on







Seals and tags gay ribbon, boxed
Christmas cards to suit every buyer,
i you'll need for decorating the tree or 
1
gummed stickrs, gift cards . . all
the house in a gay spirit. Tree lights, modestly priced and of top quality.
miniature trees, snow, fancy ° 
it
Make our store your one-stop shop-
monis, to mention a few! ping center!
il
I Just about anything and everything 
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TOYS ____ YOU BET!
Toys for girls, boys and infants. Cute
dolls, good mechanical toys, smart
punes, puzzles and novelties of the
season. Modestly priced, too.
1
It's smart to save money - -
Bring your washing to the
Fallon Launderette
• 24 washers
Capacity 9 or 16 pounds
• 6 Dryers
Capacity 30 pounds each
Located on Carr in old King
Motor Co. building:
Open 7: a. m. to 10: p. m.
When its
Real Estate in Fulton
-see
CHARLES W BURROW




-The very best selection of real
estate for sale at all times 1
SAVE MONEY
Buy Auto Insurance on
Our 3-PAY PLAN
40% DOWN. 30% in 3 MOS.
30% in 6 MONTHS
No Interest. No carrying
Charges.
Your policy is typed and
ready for you in a few min-
utes, and coverage is effec-
tive immediately.
Wick Smith Agency








TV ANTENNAS: We install-
trade-repair and move. Get
our prices. We service all makes
TV. Phone 307. Roper Television
I AM NOW representing the
Greenfield Monument Works
and will appreciate the opor-
tunity to show you our beauti-
ful line of memorials. Tom
Hales, Fulton; phone 124.
STENO-SECRETARIAL TRAIN-
ING: Register NOW for 6 Weeks
to 12 Months Courses for wom-
en of all ages. DAY Term be-
ginning January 18. 1960. Low
tuition cost can be earned with-
in 2 months after employment.
Call, write or visit Now. Terms
if desired. BRUCE BUSINESS
INSTITUTE. 308 Poplar Street,
Tel. 6415, Martin. Tenn.
FOR SALE: Landrace hogs. pur.--
bred and registered breeding
stock of highest quality. I have
three yearling boars, two serv-
ice-age boars and a few bred
gilts, all from 100% imported
bloodlines. Prices are very rea-
sonable. See or call J. W. Cov-
ington, Rt. No. 2, Fulton;
phone 998R4.
KIMBALL pianos: Jones Pianos
(Mrs. Guy Jones), 1000 East
Main Street, Union City, Ten-
nessee. Telephone TU 5-9221.
Tuning, service, sales. new and
used instruments.
INVESTMENT that will last a
lifetime would be the most won-
derful Christmas for the entire
family! The complete, revised,
1960 edition of the World Book
encyclopedia will increase in
price January 1st. Buy before
--Deeember 14th and begin your
payments later. Call 607, Fulton,
for interview.
SHERIFFS SALE
By virtue of an order directed
to me which issued from the Ful-
ton Circuit court in favor of Ve-
neita Worley, Plaintiff, vs. John
Worley, Defendant, 1, M. E. Gar-
rison, Sheriff of Fulton County,
or one of my deputies, will on
Monday, December 14, 1959, at
2:30 o'clock P. M., at the Court-
house in Fulton, Kentucky, expose
to the highest and best bidder at
public auction the following prop-
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Lots No. 5, 6, 7, and 8 in Bloat
E in C. E. Rice's Addition to the
City of Fulton, Kentucky, and
being the mune property convey-
ed to the said Paul M. Horn-
beak by T. L. Murray etal, by
Deed dated September 7, 1939,
recorded in Deed Book 58, Page
376. And further being the same
property conveyed to John E.
Worley and his wife. Venetia
Worley by Deed dated October
30, 1939, from Paul M. Hornbeak
and wife, Ann W. Hornbeak and
recorded in Deed Book 55, Page
487 in the Clerk's office of Ful-
ton County Court, Kentucky.
Parcel Jo. 1 - Beginning at
the southwest corner of this lot
on the east side of Rice Avenue,
rams thence north to the south-
west corner of Lot No. 3; thence
east 150 feet along the south line
of Lot No. 3 to an alley; thence
south 50 feet to a stake at the
southeast corner of this lot;
thence west 150 feet to the be-
ginning corner.
Parcel No. 2 - A certain town
lot in what is known as Riceville,
a subdivision of, but not a part
of, the town of Felton, Fulton
County, Kentucky. But Lots No.
2 and No. 3 in Block E of C. E.
Rice's Addition to the town of
Fulton. Kentucky. (See former
Deed to D. F. Merryman and to
Mrs. Wheatley, Deed Book 35
and 37). Said lots front on Rice
Avenue and on the east side of
said avenue and are the 3rd and
4th lots on the east !ride of said
Rice Avenue from Earl Street.
Said lots are 100 feet wide and
150 feet long.
Parcel No. 3 - This is what is
known as the Blacksmith Lot of
the L. E. Reeds Estate and is
situated in Riceville. a subdiv-
ision of the town of Fulton, Ken-
tucky as shown by a plat of C.
E. Rice and is known as Rice's
Addition to the town of Fulton,
Kentucky and it is here de-
scribed as part of Lot No. 1 in
Block F Rice's Adaltion to the
town of Fulton, Kentucky. This
lot fronts west 50 feet on Rice
Avenue and runs back 84 feet
and 4 inches to the Reed-Bir-
mingham line.
Said sale will be for cash or
on a credit of 8 months with in-
terest at 6 percent per annum,
giving good and approved se-
curity therefor.




tags always in stock; from
the largest to the smallest.
You can buy 'em plain er
we'll print 'ern for you. If
you need shipping tags, come
to the Fulton News office,
209 Commercial Avenue.
FINE ENGRAVING of all types
Is available at the Fulton
News office. See our sam-
ples; we are exclusive agents
for the finest engraving com-
pany in the midwest. The






When you buy your feed from The Browder Milling Company at Fallon, Kentucky you buy
direct from the manufacturer to you. We have our own feed manufacturing equipment, in-
cluding dry mixers, molasses mixer, pellet mill and machine for making crumbles. All our
quality feeds are registered with the Tennessee Department of Agriculture and with the
Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station. All feeds are guaranteed.
Save yourself money and still get top polity feed by letting Browder Milling Company fill
your feed needs.
Listed below are some of the fine feeds manu-
factured by The Browder Milling Company:
Browder's 40% Hog Supplement
Browder's 35% Hog Supplement
Browder's Pig & Sow Feed
Browder's 18% Pig Starter
Browder's Special 14% Hog Ration
(All these feeds in mash or pellets)
Biddie's Choice Laying Mash or Pellets
Browder's Chick Starter Mash or Crumbles
Browder's Chick Grower Mash or Pellets
Sweet 16% Dairy Feed
Big 16% Dairy Feed
Browder's Calf Grower
Also BROWDER has corn, corn chops, bran, shorts,
scratch feed, cob mix, oats, granite grit, oyster
shells, mineralized salt, plain salt, Stockade Miner-
al, meal, flour, hog feeders and other items too
numerous to mention.
WE ALSO DO CUSTOM GRINDING AND MIXING
EIROWOER
MILLING COMPANY INCORPORATED
Fulton, Kentucky Phones 900-901-902
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DEATHS
lbs. W. D. Galloway
Mrs. W. D. Galloway, 89, died
November 25 at 1:30 at the
Nashville General Hospital.
She was the mother of Mrs. J. C.
Hancock of Fulton and was well
known here.
Funeral services were held at
11 a.m. November 27 at the
Cosmopolitan Funeral Home in
Nashville and burial was in Mt.
Olivet Cemetery.
Bsides Mrs. Hancock she leaves
another daughter, Miss Innis..
Galloway of Nashville; three
grandchildren. William David
Hancock of Fulton, James C. Han-
cock, Jr., of Memphis and Mrs.
Wendell Norman of Lafayette,
Ind., three great grandchildren.
Beverly and Cathy Hancock of
Memphis and James Wendell Nor-
man of Lafayette.
H. A. Williams'
Funeral services for Howard A.
Williamon. 50, were held at 2 p.
in. Nov. 28 at Oakwood Meth-
odist Church with the Rev. Dur-
row Wood and the Rev. John
Sturdivant officiating. Burial was
in the church cemetery.
Willamon, a resident of the
Fulgham community, died Nov. 26
shortly after ho had been admitt-
ed to Clinton-Hickman County
Hospital.
He was a former resident of
Jacksonville, Ala.
Survivors include his widow,
Mrs. Mary Williamon, his mother,
Mrs. Hattie Willnunon, three sis-
ters, Mrs. Gladys Hedgspath, Mrs.
Margaret McGennis and Mrs.
Dorothy Self, and two brothers.
Sam and James Williamon.
•
Graves Twins
Graveside services for the twin
daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Graves of Fulton were held Sun-
day afternoon at 3. at the Oak
Grove Cemetery. The Rev. Hulon
Allen, South Fulton Baptist
Church pastor, officiated. Horn-
beak Funeral Home was in
charge of arrangements.
The twins were born at Fulton
Hospital Saturday night at 8. One
of the baby girls died at 4 a. m.
Sunday and the other at 8 a. m.
Sunday.
Besides their parents, they leave
two sisters.
DID YOU KNOW?
If you are a U. S. Veteran of any of the wars,
which our country has been engaged, that your
Honorable Discharge entitles you to a flag to drape
the casket and a $250.00 burial allowance, also
other benefits which you check over with the Vet-
erans' Administration office. Be sure your Honor-
able Discharge is handy where your family can get
it quickly in the event of an emergency.
We are service officers for the American Legion
and will be glad to assist you with any problems
related to Veterans Benefits.
llornbeak Funeral Home
Phone 7 Fulton, Ky.
35 Years Continous Service
WE SERVE TO SERVE AGAIN
Mrs. Sandefer
Mrs. Martha Rebecca (Mattie)
Sandefer. 79, wife of Charles Ed-
ward Sandefer, died at her home
at 10:20 a. m. Friday after a long
illness.
She was born in Weakley Coun-
ty, Tennessee on September 24,
1880, the daughter of the late
John Egbert White and Susan P.
Taylor White.
Survivors include her husband,
who is a former Circuit Court
Clerk of Weakley County; three
sons, Carl W. Sandefer of Akron.
'Lowe C. and J. Glenn Sandefer of
Washington, D. C.; two daughters,
Mrs. Joe Holbrooks, Jr.. of Dres-
den and Mrs. James Pritchett of
Dresden; a brother, Hoyt D.
White of Union City; two sisters,
Mrs. Otis Rawls of Dresden and
Mrs. M. H. Rose, formerly of
Dukedom, now of South Fulton;
nine grandchildren and several
nieces and nephelcs.
Mrs. Sandefer was a member
of the Dresden Methodist Church
and a charter member and life
member of the Woman's Society
of Christian Service.
Funeral services were at the
Dresden Methodist Church at 2
p. m. Sunday, with Rev. John
Underwood officiating. Burial by
Jackson Brothers of Dukedom was
in Sunset Cemetery at Dresden.
Beth Ann Phillips
Services for Retha Ann Phil-
lips, infant daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James Phillips of Fulton,
were held at 3 p. in. Saturday at
the Whitnel Funeral Home. The
Rev. John Laida, pastor of the
First Baptist Church, officiated.
Burial was in Obion Memorial
Gardens.
The infant was born Friday at
4:18 p. m. at Hillview Hospital
and died Saturday morning at
6:45.
Besides her parents, she leaves
two brothers. Sidney and James
Albert Phillips; her grandparents.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Phillips of Ful-
ton, Route 1, and Mr. and Mrs.




Buckhorn Dam under construc-
tion on the Middle Fork of the
Kentucky River in Perry County
will create a lake 30 miles long.
Alas Kowalski of Warren, Mich., has been chosen National
Poster alai of Muscular Dystrophy Associations of America, Inc.,
for the seemed year in succession. Alan is touring the country to
wiasupport for the MARCH FOR MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY,
nationwide house-to-house appeal for funds to expand research
Into the crippling disease.
Bard Renamed
ASC Chairman
The duly elected delegates to
the County ASC Convention met
in the ASC County office Monday,
November 30, at 10:00 a. m. and
the following county Committee-
men were elected to serve for
1960, Committeemen to take of-
fice December 1. and to serve un-
til their successor is elected:
Roy Bard, Chairman, James
Sanger, Vice-chairman, T. M.
Conder, Regular Member, A. L.
Hancock, First Alternate, and L.
B. Abernathy, Second Alternate.
The committee is made up of
three men; first and second al-
ternates serve only in the event
one of the other three resign or
otherwise become ineligible. The
county committee is responsible
for administration of all agricul-
tural programs which the ASC
Committee administers.
MAMMOTH CAVIL
More than 150 miles of explored
corridors in Mammoth Cave are
open for tours.
NOW I USE OUR NEW 1
WINDOW
Just drive right up to the window and let us fill
your order as you sit in the comfort and the privacy
of your automobile!
NOW .... you can stay in your car during rainy weather or cold weather, and make your purchases
quickly and in privacy .... and with no concern about parking! Our new "Drive-In" window — find
of its kind in Fulton — fits today's modern demand for speed and convenience.
Our new "Drive-In Window" is located right in front of our store, which is located across the street
from the Coca-Cola Plant. • • Ice-Cold Beer • • Cold Wines ** Big selection of all kinds of Liquors
LAKE
LIQUOR
Located across the street







To Meet Dec. 13th
Knights of Columbus. Council
3837. Union City and Martin,
Tenn., Hickman and Fulton, Ky.
will hold its regular monthly
meeting at Immaculate Consep-
cion Rectory in Union City at 7:30
P. M. on Dec. 13.
A special film entitled "Our
Heritage" will be shown at this
meeting. This film has been on
local and national TV, and has
been shown nation wide at public
meetings.
Grand Knight, Tom Lattus
urges all members to be present




Series E and H Savings Bonds
sales in Fulton County during Oc-
tober amounted to $13,637. bring-
ing the year's sales to $223,393 of
the county's annual goal of $354.-
750.
For the state, sales during Oc-
tober amounted to $4,149.786,
while cumulative sales reached
$47,113,499 of the state's goal of
$64,500,000.
Big Singing To Be
Held At Dresden
A big singing will be held at
West Union Baptist Church Surf--
day, December 6, at 1:30 p. m. Thlt
song leaders of Weakley county.
special groups, and all who love
good gospel singing, have planned
to show their appreciation to
Wayne Perkins for all the sing-
ing schools he has taught, and the
miles he has driven with the Per-




White Bibles White Testaments







Don't wait for little TV
troubles to Row into
big ones. Call us at the
first glen of trouble.




306 Main Street Phone 307
i
e
SHOP FOR GIFTS AT
VINCENT'S
One of West Kentucky's Leading
Ladies' and Children's




Scarves and Stoles, Mink
As Low As $125.00
Beautiful Seamless
Blue Ridge Nylon Hose
3 pair in box - $2.00
SEE OUR COMPLETE STOCK OF LADIES'
















See Our Lovely Assortment of
CHILDREN'S WEAR
FOR GIRLS'









For Infants' To 14 Years














































































Work was begun recently on a
new drive-in restaurant on the
By-Pass in Highlands across from
the Pipeline Service Station.
The drive-in, which is being
built by Howard Adams, will be
operated by him and his wife, Lu-
cille.
Mr. Adams is trying to sell
Smith's Cafe on Lake Street in
downtown Fulton, which he and
his wife have owned and operated
for a number of years. If he suc-
ceeds in selling Smith's he"will
call his new place of business.
"Smith's No. Two", but if he con-
WHITNEL
Funeral Home
"It COSTS NO MORE
TO HAVE THE BEST"
We Have Funeral Services in
Price Ranges to Fit Your
Financial Circumstances.









New Restaurant And Big Fountain
Being Constructed In Highlands
tinues to operate the downtown
place, his new drive-in may be
named "Howard's."
Mr. Adams said that he hopes
to have his new drive-is com-
pleted by the first of February. He
plans to sell soft ice cream and
hickory-smoked barbecue.
Jack Foy, owner of Toy's
Motor Court, has started•work on
a large multi-colored fountain.
which will be located next door to
the drive-in. The fountain will
be lighted up and will be a thing
of beauty. Foy is constructing the




Two Riceville men were bound
over to the action of the Grand
Jury in Fulton police court last
week,
Raymond Gardner and Jesse
Smith were both arrested Nov. 29.
by Deputy Sheriff Billy West-
moreland and Constable Billy
Hagan. Gardner was charged with
burglary and Smith was charged
with being an accessory to the
crime.
According to Deputy Sheriff
Westmoreland, Gardner was a:-
rested on a charge of stealing a
TV set and clock from Mrs. Myr-
tle Burruss of Riceville. Smith
was charged with helping Gardner
carry the TV set to the home of
a colored person at Osikton, where
it was stored.
Oardner's bond was set at $300.
Being unable to make bond, he is
being held in the county jail at
Hickman. Smith made his bond of
$200 and was released from jail.
Greeting Cards, Wrapping Supplies
Toys, Trucks, Dolls, Games, Etc.
Extra special and going fast! - Our big 25-inch
Vinyl doll with hair - she drinks - she wets -
the "Hottest" Doll on the market: Specially priced
at $4.88
BEN FRANKLIN








with 100% more power amplification, 50% less signal
noise. Dramatically improves pidure wherever you are.
••••"'"
r 21 OVER-ALLMAG. MEAS.;262 SO. N. PICTURE..,
''k. VIEWING AREA
4116.-..-.......„  ..........
THE MOST RELIARLE TV Evil --IN
TRUE EARLY AMERICAN STYLING
New Golden "M" Frame Grid
Tube in new Cuatom-Matic
Tuner extends TV reception









The most service-free TV ever produced backed by the strongest
guarantee in the industry. One year guarantee on ALL parts and one
year free service.
Fallon




Treat year lawny to this very plomeset awe oriltchig tall Ammer emoilanatioe-
savory *wit elm. and Apple Illegfargs.
Fall Festival Supper stars Pork Chops au Lett and nut-topped Apple Mullins.
To round out the menu, serve baked potatoes, green beans, your family's favorite
beverage and pudding or it. cream with cookies for dessert.
The flavors of pork and apples go together so well you'll enjoy trying them this
new way. First brown the jiork chops, then simmer slowly in buttermilk sauce.
Add dried apricots at the last minute to give both bright color and flavor.
Apple Muffins, baked with enriched self-rising flour, will be so fragrant and
appealing fresh from the oven. Barnum self-rising flour already contain. just the
right amounts of baking powder and salt, you save time wbeesver you use this
convenient, reliable flour. Enriched self-rising flour provide•Aety el nouristunent.
too. It's • good source of calcium, food iron and three asmeliol B-witamina.
PORK CHOPS AU UtfT
6 Mee perk Owego
Lorlabad opti-elokag emir




1 small bay larit
2 tablamomes mirialood Sour
1/4 mop water
1/4 amp ertod agirleala, oat In quarters
Coat chops In flour. Malt butter or margarine in heavy skillet. Add chops and brown
mi both aides. Add salt, pepper, buttermilk and bay leaf. Cover and simmer for about
1 hour. To make gravy, combine tablespoons flour and water to form paste.
Remove chops from skillet. Add pasts to meat liquid. Cook over low ti,.at, atirruag
constantly'. until very is thickened. Stir ia apricots, nature clops to vary aad
IMP, about 6 igatoi.
APPLE MUFFINS
1/4 amp albooppod pima % NMI miter
1/4 one bream Niger &egg. brolloos
1/4 lempoom elmoiaimem % le la amp milli
I sups 611111011411m6aliod aell-rIaliag Ilmer 1 lablooposato ariaMod abertembeg
11/4 desegmomeelomemoom 1 eloP WADI Few Med% mamoiled
Cambia' pacaoo. brIlwa ellibm=11% tile=seisaamem ML;rumiell Sift Weather
Soar. I PI atemmaria





Civil Defense Day, Dec. 7, the
18th anniversary of the sneak at-
tack on Pearl Harbor, offered an
appropriate time to take inven-
tory of our ability to meet an
atomic attack, Kentucky Civil De-
fense officials say. They add:
We know our powerful military
force is alert and ready. We know
It is determined that we will not
be caught with our guard down as
we were at Pearl Harbor. But
what about our people? Are they
prepared for atomic attack?
Survival in the wake of a nu-
clear attack could be a starkly.
personal matter. You won't be
able to count on your local police
or firemen for help. You can't
look at your doctor, or neighbors
or friends for aid. You'll be strict-
ly on your own. Your life, and the
lives of your family, might well
depend on the preparations you
make today.
To be prepared, you must
know:
Warning signals and what they
mesh.
Your community plans for em-
ergency action.
First aid and home emergency
preparedness.
How to use Conelrad - 640 or
1240 on the radio dial - to obtain
official directions and instruc.•
tions.
How to protect yourself ,and
your family from radioactive fall-
out.
The best protection is a family
fallout shelter. To pbtain a new
publication "the Family Fallout
Shelter," ask your local civil de-
fense office, or write "Box Shel-
ter, OCDM, Battle Creek, Mich."
The booklet cor.tains building
plans for five basic shelters, in-
cluding a do-it-yourself project
with concrete blocks that can be
put together on your basement
for as little as $150.








207 Church Phone 35
Jolleyette
Homemakers Meet
The Jolleyette Hememakers met
in the home of Mrs. Eliza e'atton
with 14 present. Recreation was
in charge of Mrs. Marcus Stelle.
Three prizes were won in recrea-
tion by making wcrds out of
Thanksgiving.
Mrs. Blaime Mitchell won first,
Mrs. A. Z. Tucker and Miss Ella
Mae Hart, second and third. The
•,..1 were beautiful pot plants.
'1 tie business session was con-
ducted by the president. Mrs. Bes-
sie Cummings. The lesson was on
Planning Low-Cost Meals, accom-
panied by freezing books.
Mrs. Gladys Brown of Niles,
Mich., Mrs. Verna Jackson of
Mayfield, Mrs. Frances Branch of
Fulton and Miss Ella Mae Hart
were visitors.
A delicious pre-Thanksgiving
dinner was enjoyed by all.
The Christmas party will be in
the home of Mrs. A. Z. Tucker on
Dec. 17.
Two baskets of food were given
by the club, one an the Kentucky
side and the other on the Tennes-
see side of town.
Reporters, Mrs. Queen E.




Watches, Clocks and Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accu-
















• cuts 16" trees In 16 tecOndt
. fells trees up to 3 feet
In diameter
. Weighs only 19 pounds
(less bar and chain)
THINK FIRST OF QUALITY
... THINK FIRST OF NOINELIT
Barnette Tractor Co.
CARE'S 1959-60 Food Crusade,
now underway. will deliver 4
million packages in 15 countries
abroad, Mrs. Mary H. Van Kirk,
Regional CARE Director, an-
nounced today.
A gift of $1 will cover packing,
handling and distribution of a
package of milk powder, flour,
cornmeal from U. S. Department
of Agriculture stockpiles, placed
at the disposal of CARE for over-
seas relief, after all qualified wel-
fare program needs in the U. S.
have been met. To make CARE's
help more effective, CARE has
purchased other items to match
nutrition needs of people.
Selection of those to receive
food will be based on need only.
Distribution is through schools,
orphanages, refugee centers - or
directly to poor families. Pack-
ages will be distributed in Colom-
bia, Ecuador, Haiti, West Ger-
many. Greece, Guatemala, Hong
Kong, India, Italy, Iran, Korea,
Pakistan, Poland, Turkey, and
Yugoslavia.
These gifts can be sent to CARE
Food Crusade, 8 East Cheestnut
St.. Columbus, Ohio. The name
and address of the donor is placed
on the package.
Care Crusade The Fulton News, Thursday, December 10, 1959
To Deliver Community Club Monument Placed
Over Time Capsule
Packages To Needy Has Meeting
The Pierce-Harris Community
Club met recently in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Dedmon. New
officers elected were: president,
Mrs. J. M. Mayberry; vice-presi-
dent, Mrs. L. D. Allen; secretary-
treasurer, Mrs. Joe Faulkner; and
reporter, Mrs. T. E. Hackett.
A delicious dinner was served
to 22 members and two visitors
Club members answered roll
call with "My Favorite Christmas
Cake." Sunshine gifts, were ex-
changed. Club members made sev-
eral candles and trivets.
Plans were made for the Christ-
mas party Dec; 16 at the Farm
Bureau Hall in Union City.
Read the Classified Ads
Complete Line
1Hearing Aid Batteries
For aU makes of hewing aidal
Visit tour Hearing Aid Depart-
newt at your first opportunity.
CITY DRUG CO,
108 Lake Street Phone 70
 No.
A nice monument was put up
on Lake Street last Tuesday,
next to bandstand, where
the Time Capsule was buried
during the Centennial here this
past summer.
The monument was donated by
James Menees of the Greenfield
Monument Works.
RUPTURE
The Sensational New Invention
Eutherland's "MD" Truss
No Belts - No Straps -
No Odors










low down paymenearh- sh"'
and Easy Terms
BENNETT ELECTRIC 
GIFT IDEAS AND MORE -01 STORE!
From . . . LOCHRIDGE and RIDGWAY
GIFTS for the HOME
Borg Kitchen Deluxe, Electric RCA
Bathroom
Scales Step Stools Utility Carts RADIOS
$4-88 $19.95 - $29.95$7•95 $9.95 - $14.95 $12.95
$10.95 $39.95 - $69.95
•






Always a welcomed gift . . .
CARD TABLES
COMFORTABLE $4.95
HASSOCKS $5.95 - $14.95
G. E. Mirro-Matic, Universal, Sunbeam,
Hamilton Beach . .









ALL KINDS - ALL DESCRIPTIONS
ALL PRICES!
CLOTHES $6.95
HAMPERS $7.95 - $9.95
LOCNRIDGE & RIDGEWAY, Inc.
123 East Broadway Mayfield, Ky. Phone CH 7-1391
CONY





ArialMona Aerie Mask eassral Weed
The build upon beef herds has
caused a lot of comment and-some
worry. The beef cycle is a slow
one and is likely to bring several
years of depressed prices if pro-
duction gets too far out of hand.
This is a prediction that has been
made by a number of our well
known and responsible economists
who have placed much study on
the question.
Most all of the forecasts that
we read say that cattle prices are
clue to tumble and that cattle
feeders will be on slim rations for
while, if and when it does ar-
rive.
It looks as though some of the
best advice that a cattle feeder
could take would be that he
should give some consideration to
reducing the size of his operation
provided there are reasons that
he should reduce it. such as labor
shortage or probably a feed prob-
lem in some cases. It would pay to
wait for lower prices to replace
any sold now.
The American National Cattle-
men's Association has recently
conducted a poll among its mem-
bers in an attempt to get its
finger on the pulse of the future.
It is found from their inquiry
that some cattlemen are actually
showing a desire to decrease
rather than to increase their hold-
ings as far as cattle numbers are
concerned.
It was found that 62 per cent
of the ranchers are keeping their
breeding herds at what they call
a normal level. 1 per cent are cut-
ting down on their breeding herds,
and only 20 per cent are planning
to increase herd size. Most of the
increase was found among the
ranchers of the southwest where
they are showing some gradual in-
terest in restock after .ieveral


















• Phone 813 •
iimommemmoilimoma 
ing to note that 16 per cent of
those planning to cut their herds
say they are reducing to avoid -
future over-production.
It is a fact that the farmer has
less control over his production
plant than used to be the case.
Greater specialization in farming
makes it harder to shift from low
price lines to more profitable ones
as the market ebbs and flows. It is
also a fact that the high, fixed
overhead of modern farming
makes it much harder to cut back
production when the health of
farming calls for a cut. Machinery
payments, gas, oil, electricity in-
terest and taxes, as well as higher
living costs for the family, all
push hard in the direction of keep-
ing the farm plant going at top
operating capacity.
On the other hand, we know
that we can make no money by
glutting our markets. We hope ag-
riculture can always remain in
relatively strong hands.
Today, we ha v e excellent
sources of market information and
total production figures. It takes a
lot of courage to sometimes heed
the advice that lies before us. To
disregard such advice is often
costly.
FARM CENSUS — IMPORTANT
Although all farm problems
cannot be covered in the space
we limit ourselves to each week,
some of our farm problems can
be presented.
Many rapid changes have and
are taking place in our farm pro-
gram. These changes quite natur-
ally are presenting problems for
someone to work out. These prob-
lems have not always been with
us, nor have they come upon us all
at one time.
We are about to have a census
taken of our farms and the folks
who reside there. This census
comes at a time that there are
many changes immediately upon
us and some are most serious
ones. This time, the census takers
are going to find a different situ-
ation when the final tabulations
are made. Back in 1949. the Bu-
reau of the Census reported al-
most five and one half million
farms. At that same time, the
average gross income was a little
over four Thousand dollars. Then
— in 1954. we had over a half
million less farms than in 1949.
The average gross sale had in-
creased over one thousand-dollars.
No doubt, the Census that is to
be taken this fall will show that
we have fewer farms than we did
in 1954 and most probably the in-
come percentage wise will be on
the increase in about the same
ratio as it was at that time.
We are going through a real
transformation in agriculture and
we certainly are experiencing
many new and varied changes. We
have fewer and. fewer people en-
gaged in farming, yet many part
time farmers hold on to the idea
that it is best to divide their time
between farming in a limited way
and working off the farm part of
the time. In this way, they con-
tinue to own their home and a
small amount of land, thereby
claiming to be farming and right-
ly so. Non-farm jobs have been
fairly easy to find and have pro-
vided a good source of income for
many small farmers. It looks as
though there will be no changes
in this method of farming for
many years.
This indicates one outstanding
factor in farming, and that is to
be more efficient. It is not at all
necessary to get big or get out. I
have seen many big operations
recently that are just about to go
out of business whereas, if the
plan of efficiency had been a part
of the operation, there would be
no great problem. Regardless of









John Nathaniel Rogers, 83, died
at his home at Hickman at 10
a.m. Monday.
Funeral services were held
at 3 p.m. Wednesday at St. Paul's
Episcopal Church with the Rev.
Alfred A. Maloney officiating.
Burial was in City Cemetery.
Mr. Rogers was a retired farm-
er and for many years was book-
keeper for the former Kentucky
Cotton and Grain Company at
Hickman. He was a member of
the Episcopal Church.
He is survived by his wildow,
Mrs. Fannie Dale Brasfield Ro-
gers, a daughter, Mrs. Kathryn
Lannom, Fulton County Court
clerk; a son, Frank Miller Rogers,
and a sister, Mrs. Louise Clark,
all of Hickman and five grand-
children.
key to success.
Your cooperation will be ap-
preciated in this important ven-
ture of the Bureau of Census. An
accurate forecast and report can
be made only if' everyone reports
his farming operation. I under-
-stand this has nothing to do with
your income tax report and will




Mrs. Vertis Mae Johnson Lowe
died of a heart attack at 420 in.
Sunday at her home on West Stae.
Line. She was 62.
Mrs. Lowe was the wife of Her-
bert Lowe. who is night desk
clerk at the Fulton Police Station.
Mrs. Lowe was born in Obion
County, Tenn., March 31, 1897,
daughter of Morce and Vera Lack-
ey Johnson. She was a member
of the Walnut Grove Methodist
Church.
Mrs. Lowe leaves besides her
husband, four daughters, Mrs.
Larry Latham of "Fulton, Mrs.
John F. Hall of Central City. Mrs.
Forrest Gilbert of Jasper, Tenn.,.
and Miss Sue Carol Lowe of Ful-
ton; four sons, Bobby Lowe of•
Murray, Herbert "Sonny" Lowe of
Dalton, Texas. Billy and Michael
Lowe, both of Fulton; two sisters,
Mrs. Rupert Stilley of Fulton and
Mrs. Roy Hamlet of Washington,
D. C.; a brother, J. Ward John-
son of Fulton; and 11 grandchil-
dren.
Services were held Monday
afternoon at 2, at the Walnut
Grove Metbodist Church. The Rev.
Keith Smith officiated. Burial, un-
der direction of Whitnel Funeral
Home, was in Obion County Mem-
orial Gardens.
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GENERAL NOTICE:
ALL STATE, COUNTY AND SCHOOL
TAXES BECOME DUE
JANUARY 1, 1960
Pay before that date and avoid the 2c1( penalty
added January 1.









FOR MERRY GIVING I
...HAPPY LIVING!
$26.50
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